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Murray State's dance students were
treated to a visiting instructor from
New York this week. Read all about
her in the College Life section.
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American Humanics celebrate 20 years at Murray State
by Me&sa Kilcoyne
News Editor
While leading the nation for 14 consecutive
years in enrollment and receiving five national
awards, American Humanics/Youth and Nonprofit Leadership members still find time to reach
out to the community and help others.
The program began at Murray State 20 years
ago, and as the organization celebrates its
anniversary, members are trying to encourage
outside student involvement.
"We're going to challenge people to raise over
$2,000 and challenge other student groups to
match us or beat us:· said Roger Weis. campus
director and associate professor for American
Humanics at Murray State.
Weis teaches five classes of youth and nonprofit leadership this semester and also received
first place nationally for excellence in leadership.
'The kids in we.~m Kentucky are so community service oriented." Weis said. "I came here to
stay two years, and I've been here for 15 years."
Weis said students in his classes are teaming up
to raise money for Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Murray. They are also encouraging students to
volunteer at Angel's Attic, a thrift store. All
money raised through the store goes to Angel's

Community Clinic, a free medical clinic.
"Our challenge is to generate over 20 volunteers, so we just need students to call us up, and
we'll get them connected." Weis said.
With an increase in student volunteers, Joan
Smith, manager of Angel's Attic, said the store
relies heavily on them for help.
"(Students are) very energetic and upbeat,"
Smith said. ·vrhey love to work here, and we get
a lot of them .that come back after their required
hours are put in."
Weis said students enrolled in youth and nonprofit leadership classes are required to put in a
set number of hours and participate in fund raising.
Collectively, they have raised $600 toward
their $2,000 goal, Weis said.
"It gives you a chance to take what you learn
out into the community and tie into existing organizations,'' he said "With all these classes, our
students have over 80,000 hours of community
service over the past 20 years."
David Montgomery. pastor of First Presbyterian Church, 160I Maio St. said he has noticed an
eagerness among students to volunteer as well.
"My hat goes off to the American Humanics
students who live out daily meeting the needs of
others, even with the limited means they have,''

he said. "We live in a community that has so
many different needs. Each person's contributions can help another person."
Logan Baker, junior from Louisville, said he
signed up for a class in youth and nonprofit leadership as an elective because be wanted to help
others.
''Service work is something all students should
have to do," he said. "You get an appreciation for
what you have by seeing how much people need
and how people donate. When you see people out
in the back digging through the dumpster, you
realize how lucky you are."
r While supervising students involved with the
program, Montgomery said bis class plays a
game called Silly Willy to raise money for their
cause. In Silly Willy, a student's name is drawn
out of a hat and that student performs a talent the
next class period. A hat is then passed around to
collect for the show.
Montgomery's class has collected $75 toward
its $100 goal so far.
"I'm really impressed with students who are
involved in this and that they make a difference,''
Montgomery said. "1 see the difference the kids
make on my own church and in their Jove and
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EUsha Wooten,
senior from
Clinton.
arranges eggs
for the Easter
display inside
the front window of Angel's
Attic. The
nursing major
volunteers at
the 1hrift store
where many
American
Humanics
students help
out.
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Are high school students really
prepared for college academia?
by Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer
Saturday. Murray State's most academically qualified high .school senior applicants will convene at the
Curris Center to start the weekend-long process of
competing for the University's most prestigious scholarships.
Invitees to the annual Academic Excellence weekend all boast impressive ACT scores, glowing tran·
scripts and other academic awards, but a new study
has found other high school seniors may not be so well
prepared for higher education.
The high school diploma. an accomplishment once
revered as a springboard to success, no longer indicates the level of preparedness of graduates entering
college or the work force. according to a study conducted by the American Diploma Project, a consortium of educators and educational organizers.
Christina Snider, freshman from Murray. said high
school did not prepare her for college or work.
"After graduating, I entered the work force for 10
years," Snider said. "I was certainly not prepared for
the challenges I faced out there. I then realized that the
mentality of high school teachers is just to pass you so
that you can graduate. My life experiences prepared
me for both work and college more than high school
ever did."
Doris Cella, basic writing instructor at Murray
State's Community College, a unit of the University
that offers courses to help students develop basic skills
or attain associate degrees, said she believes a lack of

reading is a major contributor to the lack of readiness
for college.
"Kentucky students seem to be better prepared :;ince
the Kentucky Educational Reform Act," Cella said.
..In my experience. Kentucky high school graduates
advance more than their peers from neighboring states.
Though they seem to be very good with narratives,
today's students just don't read as much, and consequently, they don't do well with reading comprehension or punctuation."
According to the American Diploma Project problem, most students struggle with English and math.
Those involved with the project suggest schools deal
with the problem by enacting more rigorous admission
standards.
But Susan Williams, guidance counselor at Calloway County High School. said she believes it is the
responsibility of students to prepare for life after graduation.
"I believe students can be as prepared tor college or
work as they want to be," she said. "For the school size
that we have, I think our options for students are
impressive .... Although it is up to the school to provide an adequate level of preparedness in the core subjects, students have to step up to the plate and have a
desire to Jearn."
The study conducted by the ADP suggested high
school placement exams, like the Kentucky Core Content Test on reading which is administered to lOth· '
grade students, should be given in the 12th grade to

see HIGH SCHOOL I 3
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Governor, aides defend closing
state's Commission on Women;
workers, females voice concern
by Vanessa Chllders
Assistant News Editor
Secretary of the Executive Cabinet Allyson
Handley entered the office of the Kentucky
Commission on Women at 5 p.m. on Feb. 3
to tell the three staff members about Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's decision to eliminate the personnel and close the lease on its office building.
The announcement left staff members
bewildered.
Executive Director Betsy Nowland-Curry,
whom Fletcher asked to resign when he took
office, said sbe was surprised when she
learned the two staff members, Lori Kidwell
and Ann Ferrell, would be fired.
"It was not too surprising that I was asked
to resign at the change of administration."
Nowland-Curry said, explaining new governors often ask executive directors to resign so
the new official can appoint someone of bis
or her own choosing. "It's odd on one hand
that they say they want to keep the commission. but on the other they are getting rid of
the entire staff.''
Kidwell, communications and legislation
manager for the Kentucky Commission on
Women, said she did not know about the
future of the commission, and she was

shocked when she learned she would lose her
job.
"We weren't really told why," Kidwell
said. "We were just told all staff members
were being eliminated, and that the administration wants to do something with the com·
mission."
Rumors blamed the lease cancellation and
staff elimination on a lack of funding, but
Kidwell said the commission was allotted
$263,000 for the 2005-07 fiscal years in
Fletcher's budget proposal. The figure is a
$16.000 reduction from the 2003-04 fiscal
year.
Jane Etheridge, director of the Murray
State Women's Center, :;aid she was upset to
see the change with the commission.
"It's been a wonderful place," Etheridge
said. "II keeps me up-to-dnte on things going
on in government. ... Most of the people in
leadership in Kentucky are men. Not that
they can't lead the state, but it's important to
have a woman's pen;pective on issues. such
as economics. education and especially
poverty.
"A large amount of the poorest people in
Kentucky are :.ingle mothers." she said.

see WOMEN/3

Tasty Donuts replaces Roper's shop
by Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer
Fans of Roper's Donut Shop. the last
busmess to occupy the building next to
Matt B's Pizza at 1409 Main St., didn't
have to worry about a lack of pastries at
the location for very long. In its place,
Tasty Donuts has taken over the breakfast
market and began selling its signature
sweets last month.
Owner Dan Ruzicka, who operates the
bakery out of Cadiz, said he has been in
bakery business since he was 15 years old.
''All our products are made from a family recipe carried over approximately 75
years," Ruzicka said. "Unlike the WalMart stuff that is frozen, mine is freshly
baked at night and !>hipped out to the different stores."
The owner of the building. Matt
Bartholomy, more commonly known as
"Matt 8," said he wanted to carry on the
tradition established by Roper's, which
was in business for about 13 years.
"Since the owner of Roper's wanted to
retire, I decided to purchase the building
because of the accessible parking for customers," Bartholomy said. "When I was
approached with the idea ofTasty Donuts.
I agreed because it meant maintaining two
good bakeries in Murray."
The doughnuts are all prepared at a bakery in Cadiz and are delivered to the five
Tasty Donut locations in Clarksville, Hopkinsville, Cadiz and now. Murray. Ruzic-

Janna Tanner/The News

· Tasty Donuts' workers prepare pastries Tuesday at the Cadiz location.
ka believes the secret to a longer shelf life
is using good ingredients.
Courtney Steele, junior from Lexington.
seemed to notice the difference.
"The doughnuts are pretty good," Steele
said. "And for those students who didn't
know Roper's was closed, it's great knowing they can still find great-tasting doughnuts in the same location."
Austin Wyatt, senior from Murray currently taking a semester off. agreed.
"The blueberry muffins are fantastic."

he said. "The doughnuts on a whole are a
great snack to get you going in the morning."
Kevin Johnson, resident of Murray and
frequenter of Tasty Donuts, said the service had improved and that the jelly filled
donuts were ·'the bomb."
The various tlavors of doughnuts sold
span from blueberry with coconut sprinkles to deviled chocolate ·with nuts. Also
available are Danish pastries, cookies and
coffee.

News Editor: Melissa Kikoyne
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Abby Thomas, freshma n from Herndon, takes a nap in the lobby of t he Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center while she waits on a friend to bring her lunch between classes 'fuesday.

Association meeting agenda includes
test preparations, trip infonnation
The Student Law Association wi11 meet at
3:30 p.m. Thursday in the Curris Center Ohio
Room.
The agenda includes discussions about Law
School Admission Test preparation sessions
and a trip to Sou them Illinois University at Carbondale.
For more information, phone Melissa Sullivan at 705·2971 or e-mail joe.chaney®murraystate. edu.

Center looks for Needline volunteers
to stock shelves, assist customers
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a
division of the American Humanics/Youth and
Nonprofit Leadership Program, is looking for
student volunteers.
It ~eeks students who will volunteer at Need·
line, an organization that donates food to the
working poor.
Volunteers would be asked to stock shelves,
bag groceries and answer phones.
For more information, phone Shannon Thurmond at 762-3808.

p.m. Feb. 28 at Corvette Lanes.
Members of the community are invited to·
participate in five-person teams. Each team
must raise a minimum of $125 to participate.
For more information, phone Mitchell Coy at
759-2227 or e·mail bbbs@charter.net.

Crisis center searches for directors
to serve on board, provide senices
The Rape Crisis Center needs volunteers to
serve on its board of directors. The center serves
Calloway and other local counties.
The center is a nonprofit organization providing free and confidential services to anyone of
age who has experienced any form of sexual
abuse. Friends and family of survivors are also
eligible for its services.
For more information, phone Carolyn Smith
at 534-4422 or (800) 928-7273.

Wortd Cup for Bands officials name
faculty member as new chainnan
Dennis L. Johnson, director of bands at Mur·
ray State, recently was named as the chairman
of the executive board for the World Cup for
Bands. r ,.,Anyone interested in applying for the WCB
can phone, Johnson at 762·6456.

Murray Big Brothers Big Sisters hosts
annual children's bowling fund-raiser Campus Briefly is compiled by Vanessa c;hilders,
The Murray-Calloway Cotinty Big Brothers assistant nervs editor. If you wo11/d like to submit
Big Sisters will host its annual Bowl for Kid's
Sake fund-raiser with sessions from 9 a.m. to 3

infonnation for a brief, phone 762-4468 or e-mnil
thenews@murraystate.edu.

10:14 a.m. A Franklin College resi·
dent reported an electrical outlet
sparked, and there was a small
amount of smoke but no fire. Facilities Management and the Murray
.Fire Department were notified.
Facilities Management responded
to make the necessary repairs, and
a report was taken.
11:45 a.m. Tracy Fisher, 30-yearold nonstudent from Murray, was
arrested at the comer of 15th and
Olive streets on an active warrant
and was cited for driving with a
suspended license.
4:01 p .m. A caller reported four
male subjects throwing rocks at
vehicles driving under the footbridge. The subjects were gone
upon officer arrival.
.

Friday, Feb. 13
12:11 a.m . An officer issued a ver·
hal warning to a driver of a vehicle
for disregarding a stop sign. The
officer advised the vehicle smelled
like gas. The subject advised the
vehicle had an exhaust problem.
11:09 a.m. A caller reported a
brush fire near the footbridge. The
fire was extinguished upon Murray Fire Department and Public
Safety officers' arrival. A report
was taken.
7:30 p .m. Sangkae Prasertchoung,
24-year-old nonstudent from Murray, was arrested at Public Safety
on an active warrant issued by Calloway County.
9:48 p.m. An officer issued a verbal
warning to the driver of a vehicle
for the improper display of registration.

Saturday, Feb. 14
2:41 a.m. A caller from 1610 Miller
St. reported a white male subject
wearing a blue backpack walking
around campus looking into vehicles and checking for unlocked
vehicle doors. The caller advised
he thought the subject was'
attempting to enter the vehicles.
The subject was gone upon officer
arrival.
'
4:52 a.m . An officer issued a verbal
warning to the driver of a vehicle

on 12th Street who was weaving
into the opposite lane of traffic.
7:51 p.m . An officer issued a citation to a driver of a vehicle for dri·
ving with expired registration.
8:34 p .m . An officer issued a verbal
warning a_nd citation to the driver
of a vehlcle with only one operating headlJght.

Sunday, Feb. 15

.

12:33 a.m. An officer issued averbal warning to a driver of a vehicle
who failed to dim his headlights.
The subject reported the dimmer
switch was broken, but the officer
advised him to get it fixed.
12:57 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a black sports car
playing loud music was parked in
front of the caller's apartment. The
responding officer advised there
was no noise coming from the
vehicle.
1:10 a.m . The responding officer
for the 12:57 a.m. noise complaint
was still in the area when the
music in the vehicle was turned up
again. The officer spoke to the subject and warned him to keep the
noise down.

warning to the driver of a vehicle
who was driving with expired
license plates. The driver advised
he would bring his current tags to
Public Safety Tuesday.
12:53 p.m. A caller reported juveniles having an altercation outside
Ordway Hall. The responding officer issued a verbal warning to the
subjects and asked them to leave
campus.
4:42 p .m . A call('r from the Oakley
Applied Science Building reported
a stolen radar detector. A report
was taken, and the theft is currently under investigation.
11:35 p .m . An officer reported a
possible possession of alcohol by a
minor at White College. The residence director and the Housing
Office were notified. A report was
taken.
'

VVednesda~Feb.
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12:04 a.m. An officer issued a verbal warning to a subject who was
violating the no-skateboarding
policy in front of Regents College.
6:01 p.m. An officer reported the
crane at the wellness center construction site was left with the
hook hanging over the roadway.
The construction company was
Monday, Feb. 16
3:39 a.m. An officer issued a cita- . advised.
tion to a vehicle illegally parked in 8:37p.m. An officer issued a verbal
warning to the driver of a vehicle
front of Richmond College.
9:42 a.m. An officer reported graf· for disregarding a stop sign at 14th
fiti on the fence near the Lambda and Olive streets.
Chi Alpha fratern ity house. The 8:42 p.m. The residence director of
officer requested the fence be Hart College reported the ice
machine· was overflowing on the
cleaned.
second
floor of the residence hall.
10:35 a.m . An officer issued a ver·
10:19
p.m.
An officer issued a ver·
hal warning to the driver of a vehihal
warning
to the driver of a verncle for driving the wrong way on
de
for
disregarding
the stop sign
15th Street.
in
front
of
Hester
College.
U:24 p.m. Raymond Walters, 34year-old nonstudent from Murray,
was arrested on Hamilton Street Racer Escorts: l
on an active warrant issued by Cal- Motoris t Assists: 3
loway County, and he was issued Arrests: 3
a citation for driving with a suspended license.

Tuesday, Feb. 17
8:57 a.m. An officer issued a citation for a vehicle illegally parked
in the Curris Center parking lot..
9:18 a.m. An officer issued a verbal

Police Beat is compiled by VanesSil
Childers, assistant news editor, with
materillls provided by Public Safety.
All dispatched calls are not listed.

Ralph Woods Memorial Award
Established to honor students who have made outstanding
contribution In service and leadership to the University campus.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 2003 or May 2004 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change. (Can accomplish goals
(and Is of service to students and faculty.)
4. Grade point average Is of no consideration.

Applications are available In the Student Government
Association office. Three letters of recommendation
(from peers, Instructors or whomever you like)
validating the nominee's leadership capabilities must
be submitted
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Women:
Commission supporters claim women's issues may now go unheard
From Page 1
"Women advocating for women is
really important."
Etheridge, who resides in Tennessee. saiu the commission keeps
her in touch with government happenings that affec t women in Kentucky and is frightened to see the
staff eliminatec.J.
"Under GO\ . Paul Patton'!> admin·
istration, there were more women
working in higher positions :md I'm
afraid of losing grounu," she said. ·•r
hope Gov. Fletcher gets a Jot of
feedback from his constituents saying we need the commission."
Although Fletcher plans 10 keep
the commission operating with its

Board of Directors, consisting of a
chair. 24 members and Lt. Gov.
Steve Pence. the commission will
not have any full-time staff or offi ce
space.
Nowland-Curry said the Board of
Directors is not equipped to run the
commission like the full -time staff
has operated it.
'The governor is committed to
improving opportunity and the quality of life for every woman in Kentucky," Fletcher spokesperson Jason
Keller said . .. In order to accomplish
this important goal. women need to
be a part of leadership within state
government. That's why Gov.

Fletcher has changed the rruSSton
and focus of the Kentucky Commission on Women.
"He has elevated this commission
to ensure it will ultimately elevate
women in Kentucky rankings,''
Ke11er said. "Ultimately, he wants it
to focus more on education and economic opportunity for women,"
Keller said the governor is committed to Kentucky's women and
has shown his commitment by placing several talented women with
experience and expertise (such as
Handley. Secretary of Environmental and Public Protection LaJuana
Wilc.her and Secretary of Education

Building a vision

Virginia Fox) to help run state government.
'The governor also thought it was
appropriate to change the commission's leadership in order to set a
new vision for Kentucky's women
in regards to economic development.
education, equal opportunities and
health care,'' he said.
Etheridge said a recent study
shows Kentucky is among the five
lowest states for women in economics, self-sufficiency and education.
The fourth category, well-being, was
the only one in which Kentucky did
not rank io the last five of the fifty
states. It ranked 44 only because of

the Commission on Women.
"I think at the state government
level, there should be someone who
advocates for women and has that
voice,'' she said. "It's not because
(women) have different issues to
address, but because we present different views on issues."
The commission is a part of the
Cabinet for Central Government, an
entity within the Governor's Office.
The commission was established by
an executive order issued by Gov.
Edward Breathitt in 1964. It became
an official state agency in 1970
through legislation during Gov.
Louie Nunn's administration.

"We're really an international
clearing house for women," Kidwell
said. "Women call here thinking that.
the commission can answer all of
their questions."
She said although staff members
cannot answer all inquiries asked of
the commission. they put callers in·
contact with people who can answer
their questions.
Kidwell said she and Ferrell 's
official last day in the office will be
Feb. 27.
Said Etheridge: "(The commission) is a voice for all women on all
sides on all issues. I can' t believe
this happened."

High School:
MSU students buc~ trend, professors say
From Pap 1
more accurately measure students' proficiencies before they enter college.
The ADP also said student writing
tests, like those administered by Murray
State, do not sufficiently test the readiness of students to write at the college
level. In addition, ADP reported the ACT
test, which is used by Murray State for
placement in English 101 classes, was
also inadequate because it focuses on
grammar, punctuation. spelling and syntax. The ACT does not give enough
attention to audience or purpose, according to the study.
However, the survey's findings conflict with what some Murray State professors are seeing in their classes.

Gina Claywell, director of freshman
composition, said she bas not noticed a
decline in the quality of student work.
..Since high school graduates are
required to get a minimum ACT score of
18 for placement into English lOI here at
Murray State, we tend to get students
who are better equipped for college writing,'' Claywell said.
Though Murray State students may be
doing well, Claywell said that nationwide, students may be less prepared for
higher education and the workforce.
"Unfortunately, the video culture has
deterred students from reading," she said.
"So the writing skills of students coming
in are not as good as say 20 years ago."

Because it is possible students may be
coming to Murray State with less preparation, Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs. said the University is
doing its part to keep students interested
in higher eclucation and the end goal,
graduation.
"Once they are here, (graduation is) a
major focus of our retention efforts."
Robertson said. "It' s not enough just to
come to c9llege, you actually have to
graduate. In terms of economic benefits,
you have to persist and get your degree.
That's when it really pays off."
The Associated Press contributed to this
story.

Humanics:
American Humanics' service work excites
college students, gains young volunteers
From Pagel
commitment."
Baker said he recommends service
learning classes to others because of their
relaxed format.
"You get to learn a lot about the community by going out and doing service
work." he said.
The service students provide is vital to
the community, Smith said. and a growing number of young volunteers is a positive step.
"We had a lot of older volunteers, and
since we moved here, we're getting a lot
of the younger group in," sbe said. 'They
always get along well with each other and
just seem to enjoy talking about projects."
Students help Angel's Attic in a variety
of ways. Smith said ~tudents sort through

Rashod Taylor/The News

Pete Reyna, project manager for Capital Construction Administration,
watches Steve Calhoun, superintendent of D.W. WOburn Jnc., review specific sites on the architectural plans for the new weUness center. Building
endea,·ors like tbe " ·ellness center provide an " economic stimulus to the
region," said University President F. King Alexander.
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Along with raising money for Big
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE THROUGH CHIROPRACTICS!

CHIROPRACTIC
CAREER NIGHT!

ALL YOU CAN

Monday, Feb. 23, 2004 7 to 9 p.m.
Curris Center Barkley Room

EAT RIBS $12 99

For mo re information phone Career Services at 76 2-2907

Dine In • Cany Out· Dtfve Thtv • catering A vailable
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Brothers Big Sisters, the program has
several volunteers who log hours there
weekly, said Mitch Coy, program coordinator of the Murray office.
American Humanics volunteers started
the Big Brothers Big Sisters program as a
class project several years ago, said Coy.
"Students know they have to do X
number of hours for a class," he said.
"But most of the time they are willing to
go beyond the hours."
Montgomery said the increase in student participation in service work shows
a dedication to better humanity.
Said Montgomery: "When you
swdents coming in and volunteering, it really breaks down the negative stereotypes
that all students (do is) party."

You ~ invited to IearD about bands-on bealina Como lind out about tbe cballalai111 and rewudin&
chiropractic profe$Jion, requltemcla, schools Bd tbe rewlrlb UIOciak:d widl belna • Doctor of
OliropncliCI. Hear dyaamic, ultra-lliCClalftll Ollropncton II
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the donated items, tag them and prepare
displays.
1 try to place them where they like to
work, because there are a lot of different
areas," Smith said. ''We're just now trying to get really involved with Murray
State."
Smith said in addition to raising money
for Angel' s Community Clinic, the store
donates clothing to families in need, and
they are often contacted by the Red Cross
when a family 's house bums and they
need items immediately.
"There seems to be a miscon'ception
that Angel's Attic is not for the public,
but anyone can come in and shop," she

==~~~1~;~~~~~
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2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh
4o6 N. 12th St.

Murray
759·2348

1004 Paris Road
Mayfield
247-8188

salad bar
• Hand-dipped
ice cream
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Authorized dealers of Alvarez,
Huss & Dalton, Lowden, Martin,
Parker, Yairi and more!
We also carry GEM KEYBOARDS!
Please stop in
or visit us on the Web at
www.mainstreetguitars.com
(2 70) 759-0420
or mnstrtmsc@earthlink.net
Hours: 10 a.m. · 5 p.m. (Mon. Fri.) & 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. (Sat.)
Guitar Lessons Available
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Several weeks ago, student government associations from universities across Kentucky rallied in
Frankfort to protest Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's devastating budget cuts
for higher education.
All state universities and many
private institutions were in attendance. Well, all but one.
Because of poor weather and road
conditions, only Murray State's Student Government Association President Josh Rose attended the protest.
Therefore, because of this meager
showing. a number of Kentucky
university campus newspapers ran
stories mentioning the absence of
Murray State students.
In order to combat this poor
image, and more importantly,
Fletcher's budget cuts, we at ''The
Murray State News" are proposing a
campus-wide letter writing campaign to Kentucky legislators.
After all, what better way can we
make our concerns known to Ken-

tucky government officials and
redeem ourselves in the eyes of our
peers?
Please, if you care at all about
higher education, Kentucky politics
or even the rivalry between Murray
State and other Kentucky state universities, follow these few easy
steps and contact your local representative.
First, go to kentucky.gov and click
on "Government."
On the government screen, look to
your right for a column labeled
"How Do 1."
Beneath it the link is listed as,
"Find my state legislator."
After choosing this option, you
will be able to find contact information for your local senator and representative based on their name, district or county.
Once you're there, it's easy. Tell
your representative that as a college
student, you know the importance
of higher education and the drastic
cuts will make it impossible for
many students around the state to
take advantage of such an important
opportunity.
There is no reason Murray State
students' voices should go unheard.

French secular laws ensure security
In My
Opinion

Joe

Adviser • 762·2998
"Tho Murray State News· strives to be the
' Un1verslty community's sourco lor informa·
tion.
Our goal is to present that mlormation in
, a fpir and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
·and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
interested in journalism or other fields relet·
ing to the productiOn of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorsh1p and advance approval of copy;
and, its ed1tors should be free to develop
tholr own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publica·
tion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• IS free.
Additional copies are ava1leblo lor 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

The staff editoriaL is the maJorzty
opinion of the editorial board of
"Tize Murray State News." The edi·
torial board is composed of all sec-·
tion editors.

While the reduction of state funds
granted to institutions of higher education
has received considerable attention by the
press throughout Kentucky, including
"The Murray State News," state universities are not the only state-sponsored service suffering under Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's administration.
-~Another victim of Fletcher's reforms is
tile ~Commission on Women,
and unfortunately, this commission is suffering much graver consequences than
the state universities.
Earlier this month, Fletcher made the
decision to eliminate the commission's
staff and closed the lease on its office
completely.
Although the governor's spokesperson
Jason Keller claims the commission will
continue to operate under a Board of
Directors, it will have no staff or office.
Meanwhile, Keller insists Fletcher is
"committed to improving opportunity
and the quality of life for every woman in
Kentucky."
However, would a governor with a true
interest in women's welfare really
remove the the entire staff of a commission dedicated to advocating their rights?
Although all but disposable to Fletcher,
the Kentucky Commission on Women
provides an invaluable perspective in
state government.
Women hold comparatively few political offices in Kentucky government, yet
they make up half the populatiop. Furthermore, single mothers are one of the
poorest and most needy groups in Kentucky.
Fletcher's decision to remove the staff
of the Kentucky Commission on Women
further convinces us the governor's priorities are extremely questionable.
So now we can't help but wonder:
Who's next?

AGUS
ARISANDI

I read an article in "The Murray
State News"last Friday concerning
the issue 'involving the French government's prohibition which compels the citizens to refrain from
wearing any religious symbols in a
public area.
We may wonder why. It seems
possible the reason the French government issued the mandate is not
to restrict the freedom of the
French populace or to endanger the
people's facility to express their
way of life.
The reason they have taken this
kind of action may be related to
matters of secu rity.
Sometimes when individuals
become very obsessive about their
faith, they develop the characteristics of being very closed-minded
PeOple.
lt becomes easier for them to
develop the zealous belief that
their religion is absolutely right

and another is absolutely wrong.
This pattern can often end in violence.
When people obtain an outlet or
develop a methodology which
involves expressing their beliefs by
harassing or looking down upon
others who have a conflicting reli·
gious persuasion from lhem, the
issue becomes significant to the
security of those whose liberties
are being infringed.
Examples can even be found in
the United States. Certainly these
cases may not always be documented, but it is the case that people. find it more suitable to harass
or look down upon those who have
different religious beliefs. than to
actually learn about them.
There are also a great many religious conflicts being waged
around the globe. such as the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Such conflicts are a consequence

of each oppos1tton party's judgment that they are absolutely in the
right and the other is absolutely in
the wrong.
In the case of lhe French government, perhaps we should not be too
critical of their intentions before
they are elucidated.
It may be that the French government does not want religious
conflict or harassment to become a
rampant malady among differ~nt
religions or social groups.
Many well-organized governments realize a responsibility to
make their citizens feel secure and
to help maintain a degree of societal order.
In our own country, the banning
of religion-specific messages at
schools or other public buildings is
not religious prohibition.
On the contrary. we want to keep
our students free from any kind of
religious pressure. This is in light

of lhe fact that our society faces a
lesser degree of religious tensions.
I am sure some American students fee l uncomfortable when
people are handing out Bibles,
pamphlets or other religious propaganda in our school area.
Take into consideration that this
is a peaceable dissemination of
information.
Would it be necessary to take
more extreme measures if lhere
were violence associated with this
kind of activity?
You tell me, if you were in such
a situation would you rather Jive in
peace and security or be susceptible to the harassment of potentially
violent factions motivated by
hatred?

Agu.s Arisandi is a junior advertising major from Indonesia.
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Sarcasm without action meaningless Barbie, Ken:
In My
Opinion

TAYLOR

EWING
"YES, THERE'S
A LOT WRONG
WITH
AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION, BUT
TO BLATANTLY
PATRONIZE ITS

MOTIVATIONS~
W HAT DOES
THAT

ACCOMPLISH~"

l •

OK, so l recently read an article about a student
organization at a Rhode Island university whose
members were so offended by affinnative action,
and specifically students who receive scholarships
based on race, they created a "white only" award.
To me, that in itself is pretty stupid. However,
what's worse is the condescending and self-pitying
tone of the scholarship's creators.
The application requires potential recipients to
write an essay on "why you are proud of white heritage," and stipulates, "evidence of bleaching will
disqualify." What?
This bothers me in so many ways, I don't know
where to begin. But Jet me start by saying I am not
necessarily for or against affinnative action. I think
advocates and critics on both sides of the debate
have valid arguments regarding the issue.
Minorities, whether by race, gender or nationality. have, throughout most of U.S. history, been discriminated against. For that reason, they generally
have fewer opponunities and are in more in need of
assistance, whether in the form of scholarships,
welfare or whatever.
On the other hand, basing admission and aid on a
nonmerit-based characteristic, like race, contradicts
what we as a collective public have been trying to
do since the Civil Rights Movement: forget about
ethnicity and consider the individual. Aside from
accentuating a per.;oo's race, affinnative action
allows people to undermine the success of minorities, reducing their achievements to being a result of
quotas rather than merit
So trust me, I'm not going to bore you with the
same affumative action arguments we've all heard
a thousand times. And I'm not so self-righteous to
think I've come up with some profound conclusion
regarding race relations and equality in the United

States. But I am sure about one thing: a smart-ass
award honoring "white heritage" is not it!
However, this childish attempt at political protest
does, in my mind, accomplish one feat. It is an
obvious incarnation of the bitterness and ignorance
which keeps race issues alive in the United States.
Yes, there's a lot wrong with affinnative action,
and a person certainly has a right to disagree with
its use. But to blatantly patronize its motivations?
What does that accomplish?
Affinnative action intends to achieve equality for
groups to which such fairness is still denied. If
nothing else, their intentions are noble. So what is
accomplished by mocking them?
Scholarships granted on the basis of race often
refer to themes such as black heritage. So what?
Before the Civil Rights Movement, history books
didn't include black heroes, and fans were frequently mistaken about the true race of their
favorite ll'usicians.
Minorities need specialized focus because their
issues and achievements aren't fully recognized in
the mainstream. This is true whether it be in regards
to a women•s literature class or the Latin Grammys.
This is not to mention the fact that many minority scholarships are created br individual donors
choosing to give back to the community and honor
their own background. So they fund scholarships
geared toward students similar to themselves.
If you look through the scholarships available to
Murray State students. it seems like every other one
limits the award to those from Calloway, Graves or
some other county in western Kentucky. I am from
Louisville, so I can•t apply for any of these, but do
you hear me complaining?
No, because it's an individual's prerogative to
donate their money to whomever they choose.

Maybe one day I'll create a scholarship for redheads from Louisville who like General Hospital.
What's the big deal?
OK. so now I know what you're saying. Isn't it a
group's or individual's right to give their money to
whomever they choose? In which case, \Yhat is the
problem with the Rhode Island group creating the
"white heritage'' award?
Because they are not actually trying to help anyone. Affirmative action and minority scholarships,
for all their faults, are at least trying to correct an
injustice in our society. Which is more than I can
say for a group that simply patronizes the effort,
rather than coming up with a more effective proposal.
Furthermore, are these students really suffering
so terribly from the lack of "white heritage" on television and in history books? I don't think so. At
least. as a white American, I'm not
And ftnally, white students in need of assistance
are not totally ignored and left without a means to
achieve higher education. There are plenty of scholarships based on merit alone and financial aid for
all who qualify.
So basically, this group in Rhode Island created
its sarcastic "white-only" scholarship to complain.
Normally I would fully recognize a person's right
to whine; after all. I do it enough. But to be so bitter about an attempt to give aid to needy students is
sad to me. The fact that college students, of all people. are so jaded that their only protest/solution is to
publicize their unproductive, smart-ass remarks is
the most disheartening of all

Taylor Ewing is the opinion eclilorfor "The Murray
Stale News. "
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Learn to use PowerPoint, please·!
Higher Education presents students and teachers
with a common obstacle: effectively presenting
information.
Students have to prove to professors that they
have learned the course's material, and professors
must provide material for students to Jearn.
A problem that plagues students and professors
• alike is PowerPoint. PowerPoint is a very powerful
tool if used correctly, but too often PowerPoint presentations lull audiences to sleep.
Can we blame Microsoft for making tools that
create brain-destroying presentations? Yes. but
only in small doses. The offending party is the presentation's author. Microsoft made a product that is
taken very seriously. coupled with a craft that is
very difftcult to do (presenting information) and
essentially turned it into a simple process. "Click to
add title," the screen beckons.
I've had several classes in which instructors have
reHed on PowerPoint as the primary means for presenting information to students. For professors, this
approach makes sense. They don't have to make a
different set of slides each semester (unless their
curriculum changes).
I've had classes that utilize PowerPoint marvelously. However, I've heard of classes using
PowerPoint slides provided from the publisher of
the book. Not only do students get poorly created
PowerPoint slides but also a sense of dissatisfaction

by having the slides read to them.
There is a difference between using technology
and using technology effectively.
Tbe presentations can be used to provide:
• Steps to solving a problem
• A guide for lectures
• Students' knowledge evaluation
• Text-only equivalents of notes for studying
• Useful information graphics

GuldeUnes to using PowerPoint effectively:
• Use black and white text only. 10 percent of the
males in your audience are colorblind.
• Provide more detailed papers after your presentation.
• Provide a text-only equivalent to your presenta·
tion (via printout or via the Web) after your presentation.
Keep it simple. If you're required to do a presen-

tation, be sure to hand out a more detailed set of
notes from which the presentation is derived after
doing your actual presentation. If you hand them
out before the presentation, it will distract your
audience. The simple presentation with a nice
''more reading if you're interested" approach will
be good for your audience and even better for interested members of your audience.

How NOT to use PowerPoint:
• Don't present sequential information over multiple slides.
• Don't show complex formulas.
• Don't read the slides to a class.
• Don't use more than one paragraph of text per
slide.
Graphics, like bar charts representing progress,
are much easier to interpret than a table full of num·
bers. Problems arise when presenters feel the need
to include a graphic on every slide. Visual aids are
suddenly morphed into audience distractions,
resulting in a certain loss of "punch.. for your point.
Visual aids should only be used when they are
needed. This sounds like common sense, but you
would be surprised how many Microsoft Clipartridden presentations with clunky animations are
being presented in the world of higher education.
PowerPoint's interface makes it very easy to get
caught up in the pretty looks of your presentation
(theme, clipart, etc.) without focusing on the content.
Students benefit from the effective use of PowerPoint in the classroom. The question is: how detrimental is a poorly prepared PowerPoint'?

Andrew Hill is an undeclared junior from Owens·
boro.
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Is it really
over?
The toy world was rocked
with scandal following last
week's announcement of the
break-up of industry supercouple, Barbie and Ken.
"I'm speechless:· G.l.
Joe, longtime fellow toy,
said. "I always knew that
there were problems, but
Barbie and Ken always
seemed like such a glamorous couple."
GJ. Joe said he did not
see this coming.
"I lcnow that Ken was a
little rambunctious at times,
and I know he once wrecked
the Barbie Jeep after a night
of hard partying, but I never
knew things were bad
enough for Barbie to just
pack his suitcase," he said.
However, G.I. Joe said he
is happy that Barbie is back
on the market.
''I'm looking forward to
seeing Barbie again," he said. "I lcnow how to treat
a lady."
Skipper, Barbie's teenage sister, said right now
her sister is spending some time alone to deal with
this issue.
"She just needs a little time right now," Skipper
said. "The family is asking the media to help Barbie by allowing her to adjust during this difficult
situation."
Skipper said Barbie has holed herself up in her
Dream House and refuses to speak with anyone but
family members and close friends.
'This was not an easy decision for Barbie," Skipper said. "She and Ken have been together for a
long time. Barbie finally saw it as the only way
out"
While Skipper refused to comment on what
drove Barbie over the edge, she did cite Ken's
reluctance to marry as one of Barbie's biggest frustrations.
"Barbie has bought many wedding dresses over
the years, and Ken just doesn't see the point in marriage," she said. "I've attended numerous weddings
where Ken just neglecte:J to show up or would
come in beach attire instead of a tuxedo."
Skipper said she would not comment on the
rumor that Barbie is seeing an Australian man
named Blaine.
"I can neither confirm nor deny my sister's
involvement with another man," Skipper said. "All
I can do is tell you that she has broken up with
Ken."
Midge, one of Barbie's closest friends, said
although Ken and Barbie have been together since
1961, when they met on the set of a television commercial. she knew it was time for a change.
"Ken has become more restless recently," she
said. "1 think the last straw came when Barbie
found him half dressed with a pile of other Barbies.
She didn't believe that a child would just leave him
that way."
Midge said Ken recently has become more
depressed and aggressive, probably stemming from
the fact that he feels he is living in Barbie's shadow.
"Ken has always been the one who has to change
careers because Barbie is changing careers," she
said. "When Barbie became a flight attendant, Ken
was a pilot. When Barbie became a ballerina, Ken
had to learn to dance. He's never had an outlet to
express his interests because he has always beCn
forced to play second fiddle to Barbie's whims."
While monumental break-ups are strange for the
toy industry. Toys "R" Us shelfmate Mrs. Potato
Head said that she and Mr. Potato Head have to
make a conscious effort to make their marriage
work.
"It's all give and take," she said. "Some days,
when he comes home with his eyes where his feet
should be. you just have to laugh."
Mrs. Potato Head said even though the Atkins
diet has decreased their popularity, with high prome relationships, toy couples must keep perspective.
''It's about working together and sticking through
the hard times, even when sales are down." she
said. "That's something Barbie and Ken obviously
aren't doing."

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news columnist for
"The Murray Stale News."

In Europe, historic sites become mere weekend trips
•

o1ng
Global
Germany

by Andrew Behl
Well ladies and gentlemen, my stay in Germany is quickly coming to an end, and it is time

for reflection. After a couple of months of trying to adjust to my new surroundings and
becoming used to a different way of life, I feel
I have finally gotten the hang of European life
and no longer feel like a duck out of water.
My routine is in place and I feel somewhat
assimilated into German culture, and now in a
few weeks 1 have to go home. As soon as Ger*
many begins to feel like home, I have to Jeave.
1 wish I had more time here because there is
still so much to see and do- three months isn't
enough. But who am 1 kidding; a lifetime isn't
long enough to see everything.
At the same time, I feel I am trapped in a
paradox of sorts; I would love to stay longer
and travel all over, but with eaCh passing day I
grow more excited to come home.

On one hand I have history, culture and new
experiences in Europe, but on the other hand I
have friends, loved ones, familiar faces and
places that I am excited to see at home.
I'm sure it will only take a couple of weeks
back home to realize Murray isn't all that exciting. I'm going to miss being able to jump on a
train and go to Rome, or Paris or wherever.
On that note. traveling in Europe sometimes
takes a tum for the surreal. Sometimes I have to
look around and think. "What is a hick from
Kentucky like me doing in (you till in the
blank)."

I had several of these moments while I was
in Paris. For instance, when Andy (another
Regensburg/MSU student) and I were in the
Eiffel Tower, I had to stop and look at him and

say. ''Dude, we are in the Eiffel freaking
Tower!" A few hours later in the Louvre, I had
to stop again and say. "Dude. we are looking at
the Mona Lisa- in person!" It seems to have
become a regular thing for me to walk around
in an awe-induced stupor on my travels.
It is funny to me that after being in Europe
for a couple of months all the people with the
program casually talk about traveling tO exotic
places.
I just got back from a weekend trip to Zurich.
Switzerland to visit one of my Sigma Chi
brothers, and when I was plipming for it. it was
no more of a big deal than being in Murray an<!
traveling to Nashville or St. Louis.
A typical conversation during the week now
sounds like this, "Where are you going this

weekend'?"
"I don't know. maybe Prague. or maybe
Budapest. whichever."
You just can't have thio; conversation in the
United States. I guess I'm going to have to soak
up as much as I can these last few weeks,
because I probably won't get the opportunity
again. It's a shame. but tractor pulls just won't
seem as fulfilling as they used to when I get
back.
Well, after this final week of classes, I'm off
to Italy. and then I start the countdown until my
triumphant return to Kentucky. Oh boy! I'U
catch you on the flip side.

Andrew Beh/ is a senior business administration major from Owensboro.
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Chandler wins special election,
replaces republican presence

Astronomers announce
black hole's discovery

JulY finds bishop guilty
of hit-and-run accident

Devastating explosion
kills, InJures hundreds

FRANKFORT (AP) - Former Kentucky
Attorney General Ben Chandler easily
won the House seat previously occupied
by Gov. Ernie Fletcher, who beat Chandler in last year's gubernatorial race. He
also became the first Democrat since 1991
to win a Republican-held seat in a special
election.
"I know what it's like to be on the other
side and it feels pretty good to be on ttus
side tonight," Chandler said in his victory speech Tuesday at the N<~tional Guard
armory in Richmond. "It's been a wild
ride for me and my family the last year
and a half."
Chandler, scion of one of Kentucky's
most prominent political families, defeated Republican Alice Forgy Kerr. He will
fill the remainder of Fletcher's term in the
central Kentucky district that includes
Lexington and the state capital of Frank·
fort.
With all precincts reporting, Chandler
had 84,545 votes, or 55 percent. Kerr had
65,774 votes or 43 percent.
The win leaves Republicans with a 228205 majority in the House.
Chandler presented himself as a fiscal
conservative in a clistrict that is 60 percent Democrat by voter registration but
tends to favor Republicans in federal
elections.

PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
Two space observatories have
provided the first strong evidence of a massive black hole
stretching, tearing apart and
partially gobbling up a star
flung .into reach of its enormous gravity, astronomers
said Wednesday.
The event had long been
predicted by theory but never
con finned.
A powerful X-ray blast
drew
the
attention of
astronomers to the event,
located near the center of a
galaxy about 700 million lightyears from Earth. The international team of astronomers
believe gases from the star,
heated to multimillion·degree
temperatures as they fell
toward the black hole near the ·
heart of galaxy RX }1242-11,
produced the blast.
Astronomers said a star
about the size of our sun
neared the black hole after
veering off course following a
close encounter with another
star. The tremendous gravity
of the black hole, estimated to
have a mass 100 million times
that of our sun, then stretched
the star to the point of breaking.
The effect is the same that
the tug of the moon ha~ on the
Earth's oceans, but with much
more violent results. The
black hole consumed an estimated 1 percent of the
doomed star, flinging the rest
out into space.

PHOENIX (AP) - Authorities say Bishop Thomas
O'Brien would be a free man
had he simply stopped and
waited for police after striking and killing a jaywalking
pedestrian with his car.
But O'Brien sped away
instead, and a jury on Tues·
day found him guilty of leaving the scene of a fatal acci·
dent -believed to be the firstever felony conviction for a
U.S. Roman Catholic bishop.
The 68-year-old bishop said
he thought his car hit a dog or
was struck by a rock on the
night of June 14, when he
slammed into 43-year-old Jim
Reed, who had been drinking
ana was not in a crosswalk.
Now, O'Brien could receive
a sentence ranging from pro·
bation to three years and nine
months in prison. No sentencing date has been set.
O'Brien, who appeared in
court each day wearing his
clerical attire, showed no
emotion after the verdict was
read Tuesday. He and his
attorney left the courtroom
without comment.

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) Several runaway train cars
and
carrying
fuel
industrial
chemicals
derailed Wednesday and
caught fire, setting off
explosions in northeastern
Iran that killed more than
200 people, injured hundreds and devastated five
villages, according to the
official Islamic Republic
News Agency.
Top Neyshabur city offi.
cials, including the local
governor, mayor and . fire
chief, were among the dead,
along with 182 fire and rescue workers killed mainly
by the force of the explosion. At least 400 people
were reported injured.
Homes, mostly small mud
houses, collapsed from the
force of the explosion in villages near the train tracks.
The freight train cars hauling sulfur, fuel oil and
fertilizers- blew up outside
the city of Neyshabur, 650
kilometers (400 miles) east
of Tehran, the capital,
IRNA reported.
"The whole city is
shocked by this accident.
Official vehicles mounted
with loudspeakers are
roaming the city, calling for
volunteers
to
donate
blood," Saeed Kaviani, edi·
tor of Sobh-e-Neyshabur, a
newspaper that comes out
three times a week, told The
Associated Press by telephone.
Dozens of people remain
buried under the rubble of
their homes in the villages,
Kaviani said.

Experts suggest prison employees
receive more than $9.9 million
LEXINGTON (AP) - A court-appointed expert says former employees of U.S.
Corrections Corp., including more than
400 who worked in Kentucky, are entitled to a $9.9 million damage award plus
interest because of an overpayment in the
employee stock-purchase plan.
About 777 former employees could
share in the award if U.S. District Judge
Jennifer Coffman accepts the report by
University of Kentucky law professor
Douglas C. Michael.
Douglas Richards, a Lexington lawyer
for the former employees said after 10
years of interest is added, "the plaintiffs
estimate that the final amount of the
judgment could be as much as .$25 million."
But defense lawyer Stephen Pitt of
Louisville said the interest was more likely to be about $5 million if the report,
which was filed Friday, is accepted.
Coffman will determine the interest
rate after a hearing.
The Kentucky employees worked at
four Kentucky prisons operated by the
Louisville company until it was acquired
by Corrections Corporation of America
• in 1998.
After a six-month analysis, Michael
concluded that the trustt..-es of the U.S.
Corrections Corp.'s employee stock-purchase plan- Robert B. McQueen and Milton Thompson - paid $9.9 million too
• much in 1994 for about 66 percent of the
company's stock, $34.4 million for stock
worth $24.5 million.

•World

Appeals court upholds
anti-telemarketing list
DENVER (AP)- Consumers
annoyed with telephone sales
won a big victory when a federal appeals court upheld the
popular do-not-call registry,
but telemarketers refused to
concede defeat, predicting the
legal wrangling would go all
the way to the Supreme
Court.
The 10th U.S. Circuit Court
o£ Appeals dismissed claims
Tuesday that the list violates
free speech rights and is
unfair to businesses, saying it
is a legitimate safeguard
against "the danger of telemarketing abuse."
Telemarketing
officials
promised not to pester people
on the list for now - but also
vowed to pore over the
appeals court ruling for holes
that may help them in future
appeals.

Convention committee
leaves Baptist aiUance
NASHVILLE (AP) - The
executive committee of the
Southern Baptist Convention
voted Tuesday to withdraw
from the Baptist World
Alliance, saying it has become
too liberal and advocates
"aberrant and dangerous the·
ologies."
The recommendation will
be presented in june to about
12,000 delegates at the convention's annual meeting in
Indianapolis. If approved, the
Southern Baptist Convention
would leave the Alliance at
the start of the fiscal year on
Oct. 1.
The move would be a blow
to the Alliance, which
received $300,000 this year
from the convention, its
largest and most generous
supporter. The Southern Bap·
tist Convention had contributed $425,000 per year
since 1998.
The Southern Baptist Convention is the largest Protestant denomination in the Unit·
ed States, with about 16 million members. The Baptist
World AJiiance, established in
London in 1905, represents
about 47 million Baptists
worldwide.

Hours

Mon.. Thurs.
8 a.m. • 10 P.m.

R1. & Sat.

8 a.m. • 9 P.m.
Closed SundiW

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

MOSCOW (AP)- A Russian ballistic missile selfdestructed moments after
taking off from a submarine
Wednesday, the second
failed test launch in two
days of maneuvers meant
to display the country's
military might.
President Vladimir Putin
didn't mention the failure,
but said Russia would soon
get new strategic weapons
that would protect the
country for years to come.
He also said the Moscow
might develop a missile
defense system.
Putin
didn't
offer
specifics about the new

The Wild
Raspberry

NIEON BIEA€H
T ~•nn ing & Storage Aentul
10% discount off tanninS!
Packa'S!es. swimwear
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Putin commits Russia
to mllltaiJ u....._...

Olr Biannual All Night Crop Is Herel
Nach 5. 2004 from 6 p.m.. 6 a.m.
Register 1ochy 1o re:ser.e yru spot, $35 far ociJts, $15 for chilchn ages 7-12.
Inck.des Qmr.r, sracks, cblr p;as, ~. derioiSit ott• s for n* ad 1tR on
new p-ockts, massages ad 6 a.m. bl eakfast.
First 1!5 to
ad
wiA ~a nice 9ft!

AP Photo/Iranian TV

An Iranian firefighter sprays the remains of a train
after it exploded outside Neyshapur, Iran, Wednesday.
More tha n 200 people were killed and five villages were
devastated according to a report from the official
Isla mic Republic News Agency.
weapons - presumably a
new generation of missiles
- but said they will be
"capable of hitting targl'ts
continents away
with
hypersonic speed, high prt!·
cision and the ability of
wide maneuver."
The massive exercises
have been described as the
largest in more than 20
years, and come less than a
month before a presidential
election Putin is expected to
win. They are broadly seen
as part of campaign effort"
aimed at playing up Putin'-;
image as a leader determined to restore Russia's
military power and global
clout.
But two launch failures in
two days were an embarrassment for Putin and further tarnish the image of the
Russian military, which has
been plagued by chronk:
funcling shortages, low
morale and frequent crash·
es and accidents.

Police officers release
Iraqi terTOrist suspect
OSLO, Norway (AP)
Police denied on Wednesday that Mullah Krekar,
founder of a suspected Iraqi
terror group, was released
from detention because testimony against him was
tainted by torture.
His Kurdish
Islamic
group Ansar at-Islam is suspected by the United States
of links to the ai-Qaeda network and for involvement

in suicide bombings tnrgct·
ing U.S. and coalition forces
in Iraq and Iraqis working
with them.
Krekar had been held in
jail for six weeks for invt>sti·
gation of charges that
includ~>d plotting the murders of rival Kurd leaders in
Jraq. He was unexpectedly
released Tuesday, even
tbough an Oslo court
allowl'd police to hold him
until Mnrch 1.
Erling Grimstad, chief
prosecutor for the Norwegian econoniic crime polio.>,
dtmied allegations in Norwegian media that Krekar
was released because testimony U!;Cd against him had
been obtained by torture.
''We have long been planning the end of our investigation," Giimstad told The
Associated Press, declining
to say what prompted the
release. In <1bout lwo weeks,
he said, he would make a
report on the inv~tigotion
to the national prosecutor,
who would dec1de wheth~r
to recommend ony legal
action against Krekar.
Grimstad said the future
of
the
investigation
depends on the prosecutor's
response.

News i11 Brief is compiled l1y
Rob Wllitfirld, wire t•ditor.
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Newman House sponsors prom
by EUzabeth Cawein
St<ttf Writer

Photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Bobbie Do Iehan, senior from Murray, pins a corsage on Hazel Langlex Friday night at the Newman
House. Langlex attended the Senior Prom to mingle with new people.

Ruby Moody didn't dance at
her senior prom.
The Murray resident's father
told her she wasn't allowed to cut
a rug, so she never did.
But Friday night, Moody and
her friends from the Murray-Callaway County Senior Citizens'Center got a belated second
chance to boogie at the Newman
House's Senior Prom.
Newman House President
Melissa Bates, junior from
Owensboro. said the idea for the
prom was developed early last
semester us a way for the students
to get to know the elderly of St.
Leo Catholic Church.
"We were just sitting in one of
our planning meetings earlier in
the year, and someone said it
would be cute to have a dance for
the seniors," Bates said. "We first
were going to just do it for our
seniors at St. Lto, but then we
decided to open it up to the Murray community."
The event was announced and
promoted at the Center.
"They announced (the Senior
Prom) over at the center. and we
take in anything that sounds interesting," said Geneva Lee. who
attended the dance with several
girlfriends.
"We came for mixin' nnd min-

glin' and eatin' and dancin',"
Moody said.
Amid pink and red tablecloths,
sparkling confetti, hanging
strings of lights and heart-shaped
decorations. the seniors danced
the night away, mostly to country
and western, which many pro·
fessed was their favorite genre.
"We like to do country music
line dancing." Dot Bazzel said.
"We line dance at the center. we
do the 'Electric 'Slide' and our
favorite is 'Boot, Scootin' Boo·
gie."'
Moody spent most of the night
on the dance floor with her husband, Jim, making up for a lost
prom night.
"I was a lot calmer then than 1
am now," she said with a laugh.
"We're seniors now, we can do
anything we want to and get by
with it. We don't have mom and
dad to teU us 'no.'"
The seniors weren't the only
ones on the dance floor that night.
They were joined by the brothers
of Alpha Sigma Phi, whose dance
cards for the evening remained
full, as well as the student members of the Newman House.
With about 40 senior citizens in
attendance. Bates said the dance
was a success.
"The seniors said they had a
great lime and if we had another
one, they said they would come,"
she said. "I think we will definite-

Walter Bradthe engages in
some fancy footwork at the
Newman House sponsored
Senior Prom Friday night.
ly do it again. All the senior~ had
a great time and the young people
who were there had a great time
as well."
While some seniors made their
way around the dance noor, others settled in for a visit to the
refreshment table and conversation with friends.
As Juanita Lawrence said,
"We're not dancers. we're just
lookers."

Calling all parents: University encourages interaction
by Heather Bryant
Contributing Writer

College: it's not just about students anymore.
With a growing number of parents feelin g
dissatisfied with just dropping their children
off in front of the residential colleges and
waving goodbye, Murray State coordinators
are using programs and outreach efforts to
encourage parents to become more involved
in their childrens" college educations.
Paula Hulick. interim !ipecial assistant to
the vice president of Student Affairs, compiles a parent newsletter seven times a year
called "Parent Link " It provides important
dates, information and explanations helpful
to parents and can be accessed through the
Murray State Web site.
Hulick said she and her husband lead a
parent session during Summer Orientation
where she employed the "roots and wings"
analogy (symbolizing parents giving their
children roots and Murray State giving them

wings) to help parents understand and
accept the challenges they and their children
will face in college.
Other topics Hulick covered in the session ranged from credit card advice to what
to expect when students return home for the
first time after moving to college.
"What's been interesting is that parents
want someone to talk to and I'm that
resource for them," Hulick said.
Lynne Smith, whose son is a Racer, said
she was e~cited to become involved with
the school.
"(My husband an<.l 1) have tried to be
involved with the Parent's Association,''
Smith said. "We j ust love Murray State.:.'
The Parents Association encourages all
parents and guardians to make a monetary
contribution to help with student activities.
The current project is improving Waterfield
Library.
Hulick said she receives five to 15 emails every day from parents seeking assistance regarding issues in their children's

lives.
"We try to get as much information from
(our son) as we can," Smith said. "He is
really open with us. We have always been
such a close family.' '
Parents become friends with their children when they can communicate throughout their college experience, Hulick said,
noting that Murray State focuses heavily on
freshmen's parents.
"I have talked to parents who say they
have no idea what their kids are doing," said
Smith. "1 have two great kids. and I know
what they're doing."
Hulick said students' independence has
not been hindered by the ri~e in parental .
involvement. Quent Smith. sophomore from
Paducah and Lynne Smith's son, agreed.
"They support me at whatever I choose to
do," he said. "They come up here for ball
games a lot."
"We never just go (to Murray State) to
visit him. It's always by invitalion," said
Smith ... He's an adult too. now."

Mark Hutchins. associate vice president
of Development and Alumni Affairs, is
involved with the Parent Advisory Board. a
division of the Parents Association. He said
all parents, grandparents and guardians are
encouraged to participate in the board.
Parents can also be members of various
committees in the Parent Association that
focus on topics like career placement and
student recruitment.
"It's an important piece of the student
enrollment puzzle." said Hutchins.
He said parent'i are the best source of
advice to other parents because they have
had to deal with similar questions. Parents
have to grow and adjust right along with
their college studentS. Hutchins said.
Parents are much more interested in
becoming involved with their children's
college educations than when Hutchins was
in college. he said.
"There is certainly a desire to help students to grow and learn,'' he said.
Rachel Reese. sophomore from Henry,

Tenn .• said her parents are not involved
with her education and that it puts a lot
more pressure on her to succeed alone.
"Financially, it's made it stressful," she
said. ''It makes it really hard. I've got to
work. go to school and try to function . (My
parents) are supportive ... but I can' t call
them when I need money for books."
Reese said she thinks it would he hard for
her parents to get involved because they live
so far away.
"There are a lot of positives to my parents
not being involved," she said. "When I
graduate, 1 can look at it and know I did it."
Smith said one way students and the Uni·
versity can get more parents involved is by
letting them know the University eagerly
works with parents.
As for the negative effects of parent
involvement, Hutchins said there are none.
He said students only receive necessary
assistance and they will still continue to
develop their independence, even with their
parents behind them.
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Task force to survey
on-campus diversity
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer

Faculty, staff and selected students will
soon receive a questionnaire concerning
diversity at Murray State, an initiative of the
Blue Ribbon Task Force for Diversity.
The task force was formed by President F.
King Alexander in the fall of 2002 in an
effort to promote diversity on Murray State's
campus.
"It's an important program we embarked
on last year," Alexander said. "We are anxiously awaiting survey resull'l and other comments that will help us diversify campus.
"This isn't just a faculty and staff issue, it
also looks at (what we offer for) studeltt life
(and) proposals for the future," he said.
Tim Todd, assistant provost and co-chairman of the task force, said the questionnaire's purpose will gauge opinions on the
current diversity of Murray State and allow
improvements to be made.
''The best way to do that is to get the feelings and perceptions of people who make up
that climate - from both the faculty and student perspectives," Todd said.
Every faculty and staff member, approxi-

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Picture phone capabilities endanger card users
b y Erin Richards
Editor in Chief

mately 1,400 people, will be asked to fill out
the four-page survey. Additionally, 1,000 to
1,500 randomly-selected students will participate, Todd said.
Participadts in the survey will be asked a
series of questions concerning their experiences at the University, such as "How important is it for you to experience a sense of
belonging?" and "How high a priority should
diversity ber'
After the questionnaires have been completed and returned, Todd said the task force
will combine the findi ngs into a report for the
University.
"We'll make a report with recommenda·
tions from the results.'' Todd said. 'The ulti·
mate goal of any survey is to build on what
you do well and tweak the areas that the data
shows need improvement."
Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson said Alexander set up the task
force last year, starting with three committees
to examine different areas of campus.
•
"My committee developed a survey. tested
it and is now trying to get it out to classes,"
Robertson said. "(The surveys) ask questions
about comfort level, support level and treat·
ment. Is the campus supportive, helpful?"

With the widespread availability
of mobile picture phones, many students enjoy taking pictures of their
family and friends and sh aring
them with others.
Public Safety Capt. Larry Nixon
said students need to be conscious
that thieves can use these devices
for a much more sinister purpose stealing credit card information.
"We've gotten reports from o ther
communities that thieves are using
picture ph ones to steal the credit
card information or debit pin num·
bers of people in the check o u t lines
of stores like Wal-Mart," Nixon
said.
Radio Shack Manager Mary Vickery said thieves are using video
phones, which have the same photography capabilities as picture
phones plus a built-in camcorder.
The new feature can record 15 sec.onds of video footage, to discreetly
video someone p~ching in their

pin number at a checkout location.
"It would be really hard to spot
someone videoing you because it
just
looks
like
(they're)
playing
with (their) phone,"
Vickery said as she
showed Nixon how
to operate the unique
mobile pht>ne, which
sells for almost $400
at Radio Shack.
"Even
the
paparazzi are using
them now and it's
causing a big stink
among celebrities,"
Vickery said. "It's
sad it's being abused
because it's really
cool technology."
Vickery said it
wouldn't
require
solely the expensive
video phone to steal
someone's credit card
information. She said
she deals with cus·

tomers all the time who leave their
credit card laying out on the counter
where a thief standing in line
behind them would have
ample time to take a pic·
ture of the card's numbers.
"You've got to be
really conscious !ibout
how you are handling
your credit card and if
people around you are
doing anything suspi·
cious," Vickery said.
Nixon said in addi·
tion to being more protec·
tive of their credit and
debit
cards, students
would be wise to take precautions such as turning
the PJN pad toward them
as they punch in their
numbers, shielding the
pad with their bodies from
the other customers, or
simply being more aware
if anyone around them in
a checkout line is watching for their number.

Doolittle Raider recounts operation's difficulties, success
••

by Rob Whitfield
Wire Editor

If not for a series of seemingly miraculous occurrences, an event considered to
be the turning point of World War II may
not have happened, said Maj. Thomas C.
Griffi~. a World War II Air Corps navigator, at a presentation held Wednesday in
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
"The good Lord was with us all that
day," Griffin said in reference to several
unexpected happenings that allowed
almost all of the 80 Doolittle Raiders to
complete their mission and survive to
serve in subsequent assignments. •
At the well-attended event, Griffin discussed his participation in Col. Jimmy
Doolittle's 1942 bombing raid on Japan,
which was recently dramatized in Walt
Disney Studio's popular motion picture
"Pearl Harbor." Griffin and fellow participants were dubbed the Doolittle Raiders
after their commander, Doolittle.
"In the springtime of 1942 ... after the
Japanese's attack on Pearl Harbor, the

president instructed his military commanders to retaliate," he said. "What you have
to realize is that at this time in the war, we
and our allies were being beaten on all
fronts. (Our success) was the fi rst good
news in the war."
Griffin recalled being transferred from
his air base in the northwest to a training
facility in South Carolina to prepare for
the secret mission.
"(My squadron) got orders to fly from
the Pacific Northwest to South Carolina,"
he said. "They said they had a very dan·
g~rous mission, and they didn't want to
assign us - ·they wanted us to volunteer.''
Griffin said his crew was trained to take
off with an overweight B-25 bomber from
a Navy aircraft carrier, which allowed
only half of the Air Corp's recommended
runway length.
'
"The evening of the 17th day at sea, we
were (scheduled) to take off, but that
morning our task force (sailed) between
two Japanese ships and we were forced to
launch immediately,'' he said. "We anticipated that we would run out of fuel about

150 miles from the Chinese coast, but the
good Lord was with us all that day."

Griffin said the planes took off into a
storm, which allowed them to gain lift
from the aircraft carrier's flight deck. He
also said none of the planes were shot
down over Japan.
Although one plane was forced to land
in Japan and another was lost over the
ocean, another strong stonn generated
enough wind for the other planes to reach
mainland China. The five-person crew of
the plane that landed in Japan and three of
the five who bailed from their plane over
the ocean were captured by the Japanese
while the other two drowned, Griffin said.
Griffin's plane, "The Whirling
Dervish," was able to fly farther into
mainland China than any of the other
planes before exhausting its fuel supplies.
Griffin said at that point his crew, like
most of the others. bailed out of their
plane when its engines died. Before jumping out of his plane, Griffin picked up his
prized navigational watch, which he has
since given to his son John Griffin, Mur-

\

1tf't

military service.
ray State's interim library dean.
"I remember one time when (my son)
"Fifty-five men flew until their planes
Jarred came home from school (when he
ran out of gas and then (they) bailed out.''
was in) about fifth or sixth grade and he
he said. "Fifty-four men lived.''
said
'Daddy!
Griffin
Your picture's in
said after the
history
Chinese
'' We anticipated that our
book!'"
said
Grifarmy evenwe would run out of
fin.
"Under
tually evacfuel about 150 miles 'Doolittle,' (my
uated
the
from the Chinese coast, picture) was in
American
history
pilots, most
but the good Lord was their
book."
of the men
with us all that day.''
John
Griffin
went on to
said his father did
serve in subnot sha re his
sequent misThomas C. Griffin
experience with
sions.
World War II Veteran
family
and
Griffin
friends until long
said his tour
after the war's
of
duty
ended in 1943 when he was shot down and conclusion.
"It was comple te ly natural for tho vetercaptured by the Germans. He was detained
in a Gennan prisoner of war .camp for ans to come back and not talk about their
experiences," he said. "They did not conalmost two years after his capture.
Following his presentation, Griffin elab- sider themselves heroes, they just did their
orated on his children's later interest in his duty."

Writi an eaaay an~you could be a torchbearer for the ATHENS 2004 Ol~pic Torch Relay.
Just visit www.pmaungu~.com/olyrnplcs -.
sa~ is bringing you one .step closet to the glory and fame of the Olympic Games. Just write a simple S~word
online essay at www.s.neungusacorntolympics explaining hoW you embody the Olympic spirit. If your submission
win$! you could have the honor of being an Olympic torchbearer: as the torch goes on tour. It's your chance to
potentially share in a unique moment of Olympic history for all the world to see. Samsung. Share the experience.

.

Pass the flame, unite the wortd.
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This

\X'eek

•Tournament - Ohio
Valley
Conference
Rifle Championship.
all day, Roy Stewart
Stadium.
•Dance Performance
MOZZ
presents
"Jankville," 7 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
•Cinema
International- "Rabbit-Proof
Fence," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Rodeo
Bull
Blowout, 8 p.m.. Expo
Center. $6 student
admission.

•Saturday
•Tournament - Ohio
Valley
Conference
Rifle Championship,
all day, Roy Stewart
Stadium.
•Fashion
Show
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Fashion Show, 4 p.m..
Ordway Hall.
•Children's
Show
"Fable Manners," 7
p.m., Lovett Auditorium, $2 general admission. Free admission
with Racercard.
•Dance Perfol'llUUlCe
MOZZ
presents
"Jankville," 7 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
•Cinema
Interna·
tional- "Rabbit-Proof
Fence," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Rodeo
Bull
Blowout, 8 p.m., Expo
Center. $6 student
admission.

•

•Sunday
•Tournament - Ohio
Valley · Conference
Rifle Championship,
all day, Roy Stewart
Stadium.
•Dance Performance
MOZZ
presents
"Jankville," 2 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
•Children's Show
"Fable Manners," 7
p.m., Lovett Auditorium $2 general admission. Free admission
with ~acercard.

•Monday

photos by Rashod Taylortihe News

Jennifer Pryor, freshman from Louisville, gets a kiss on the hand from senior Paul Ditterline, from Henderson. As he was being introduced to the audience, Ditterline sauntered down the catwalk, made his way into the crowd to charm the ladies before bjdding began.

•

going

•

• ••

going

by Jonathan Meador

The Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority
Inc. hosts a date
auction
where
students furiously
outbid each other
to see who gets to
take home the
date of their
dreams.

Staff Writer
Ulysses p doms and Jonathan Dykes,
strutted down ttie cat~al'k amid a rofir ot
applause and the thunderous pulsing of hiphop music. When the two men reached their
end. on display like a pnir of modern peacocks, they gave rhe audience something
they'd remember.
· Odoms. JUnior from New Orleans, and
Dykes. junior from Fort Lauderdale, Fla .•
stripped their shins baring almost everything.
" We just wanted to make things ... more
exciting.' ' Odoms said . "And be:-;ides, it was
for a good cause.''
While most contestunlll in the Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. date auction did
not shed articles of clothing, all were gath·
ered in the name of charity.
Held Monday night in the Curri:1. Center

• ••

gone

Ballroom , the auction 's proceeds were
donated to the Youth AIDS Foundation.
AKA's c hosen philanthropy organization.
According to Robin Fernandez, AKA secretary 1ih(! lrensurer, the auction 'ro.~lred in

shaped paddles into the air in blurs of pink
and green, hoping to ensure their chances of
making a love connection.
And connections were made,
Jessica Stone took home two dates for the
$241 .
price of one. After duking it out with a hand·
"We have four new (cabinet) members ful of other lovelorn ladies. Stone won Keith
this year," T'ernande1, senior from Rich- Richie, junior from Louisville, and Marcus
monJ, said. "And I think we did well for our Lykes, sophomore from Atwood. Tenn., for
first date auction together."
a grand total of $40.
"The auction is an annual event for us."
"They're my friends," Stone, sophomore
Eryn Murray, AKA president, said. "I was from Barlow, said. "And at the last auction I
thankful that C\'eryone came out tonight."
went to, Keith was the last one picked ."
Murray, senior from Lexington. described
Murray said this event was the first to
her ideal date.
kick off Alpha Kappa Alpha Week.
"I like someone \~ho is funny," she:: said .
Other events included a money manage"Someone who can surprise me (and) show· ment seminar, a Luau Dance Party and a
me a good time."
Fashion show :.cheduled for 4 p.m. Saturday
The good times began about 7:15 p.in. in Ordway Hall.
Bids started at $5, and those willing to fight
Admission requires canned goods or other
for their dates found themselves engaged in nonperishable food items.
furious bidding wars, whipping their ivyStrippers need not apply.

• Forum - "What the
... is a Christian Scientist?" 8 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room.

•Tuesday
•Recital- Guest artist
recital, Jose Luis Maurtua, 1:30 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•CAB
Campus
Activities Board meeting, 4:30 p.m., Curris
Center SGA Office.
•Lecture
"An
Evening with Maya
Angelou," 8 p.m.,
RSEC. For tickets
phone SGA at 7626951
or
visit
www.msusga.com.

(left) Juniors Ulysses Odoms and Johnathan Dykes, show bidders at
the Alpha Kappa AJpha Sorority Inc. date auction what they're bidding on. (above} William Benjamin, junior rrom St. Louis, bids on
a potential date w'hile l\fatt Dahm, (right) freshman from Belleville,
Ill., shows off his best assets to get higher bids.

•Wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center Barkley Room.
•Lecture - "Scared
Straight," sponsored
by Iota Phi Theta, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room.

•Thursday
•Enrollment - Sencond
half-semester
enrollment begins.
•Music
Festival
Quad State Senior
Band Festival, all day,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.
•Forum - "Come and
Meet Harriet Tub-·
man," sponsored by
Iota Phi Theta, 7 p.m.,
place to be announced.

KEELHAUL
HEY,SUZV?
MY DATE IS A
DISASTER~

Chris Schweizer
YEAH, WE MADE IT TO
THE OPERA, BUT THIS
GUY HAS NO IDEA
HOW TO BEHAVEP
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School of Agriculture hosts career fair

1. When the Sun Goes Down
Kenny Chesney
2. A Crow Left of Murder...
Incubus
3. Kamikaze - Twista
4. Closer - Josh Groban
5. Only You - Harry Connick Jr.
Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. 50 First Dates - starring
Adam Sandler
2. Miracle - starring Kurt
Russell
3. Barbershop 2: Back In
Business - starring Ice Cube
4. You Got Served - starring
Aaz B
5. The Butterfly Effect
starring Ashton Kutcher
Source: Associated Press

b y Liz Smith

know that wasn't true."
Although some may believe it's unfair
that agriculture majors have a career fair
Animal love rs, horticulture buffs and all to Lhemselves, the School of Agricul agronomy addicts will have the opportu- ture is the largest department at Murray
nity to tum their devotion into dollars at State. Alone its list of courses spans
the School of Agriculture's eighth annual seven pages in the University Bulletin.
''The agriculture department is like a
career fair on Wednesday in the Curris
full college in itself,'' Ross Meloan. direcCenter Large Ballroom.
The Agriculture career fair was the tor of Career Services, said. "They have
brain-child of the School of Agriculture an enormous number of students in that
and is headed by the Agriculture Leader- particular area."
Roughly 675 students are enrolled in
ship Council. The idea formed because
few agriculture-related jobs were present the school. Preparation for the February
at the fall career fair sponsored by Career event began in September when Watkins
sent more than 300 invitations to compaServices.
"Career Services does an excellent job nies a ll over the nation. So far, more than
of showing students what's out there, but 25 companies have responded.
"We sent invitations as far out as Caliwe fou nd that there were only one or two
agriculture companies that came," fornia, so we knew a lot wouldn' t be able
Christy Watkins. recruitment coordinator to come," Watkins said. ''The reason we
for the School of Agriculture, said. " It invited them was so they'd send us informade it look like there were no jobs for mation on job positions or internships
agriculture majors. and the Agriculture when they opened. And we still have
Leadership Council wanted students to · companies calling us every day who want
Staff Write r

• Books

to be a part of the fair, so the numbers are
growing."

''Career Services does an excellent job of showing students
what's out there, but we found
that there were only one or two
agriculture companies that
came. ''
Christy Watkins
Recruitment Coordinator
Perdue Farms, Cincinnati Children's
Hospital and Agra Placements are among
the companies scheduled to attend from
9 :30 a.m. to 1 p.m. S tudents should come
d ressed to impress because Keith Wrig ht,
chairman of the Agriculture Leadership
Counci l, said many companies may conduct interviews duri ng that time.
After the fair festivities, a luncheon
wi ll be held in the Small Ballroom for

participating com pany representatives
and members of the Agriculture Leadership Council. An awards banquet recognizing outstanding agriculture majors will
conclude the day in the Ballroom at 6
p.m.
"It's the only banquet of its kind on
campus," Watkins. senior from Murray.
said. "Last year about 475 students and
faculty attended."
Besides the lure of receiving one of 30
awards, a major draw of the event is the
possibility of winning a cash prize.
"What we do is draw the names of two
o r three students during the banquet and
give them cash scholarships that vary
based on how much money was made
from t icket sales," Dwayne Driskell, professor in the School of Agriculture, said.
" In the past, we' ve given away $200 and
$400 scholarships."
Tickets for the Alpha Zeta sponsored
event are $2, and are available at the
Agricultural Office in the Oakley Applied
Science Building.

r

1. John Grisham - The Last

'Permission to Land' brings hair metal back from dead

Juror
2. Dan Brown - The Da Vinci
Code
3. Mitch Albom - The Five
People You Meet in Heaven
4. Laurell K. Hamilton
Seduced by Moonlight
5. J.D. Robb & Nora Roberts
Divided In Death

by Justin Bontrager
M\tsic!Film Reviewer
The Darkness
"Permission to Land"
Atlantic Records
2004

Source: Associated Press

• web site
www.emp irezine.com/spotllght/maya
If you want to read more about
Maya Angelou before attending
her lecture at Murray State, look
at this Web site for a biography of
her. You can read some of her
selected poetry, ~uch as "Pheno me nal Woman" and "Still I Rise,"
and order a few of her books,
like .. I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings" and "The Heart of a
Wo man." Also, ge t links to other
pages about Maya Angelou and
participate in discussion forum.
Read up on Mnya Angelow:.befOre
yo u attend the lecture in order to
get the mo re of it.

a

When hair metal's popularity started to
recede in the late ' 80s, no one appeared to
mourn its decline. The arena anthems and
power ba1lads of hair giants such as Great
White and Cinderella had grown a bit Lhin.
and stadium superstars like Skid Row and
Guns 'n' Roses were quickly losing Lheir
cigarette lighter luminescence.
When grunge reared its hairy head in the
early ' 90s, most metallers were eager to
exchange their Rau and Warrant muscle·
tees for the Soundgarden and Nirvana
apparel that replaced them on Lhe racks of
shopping mall import stores. Meanwhile,
many of the c lassic purveyors of the olde
days grew scarce o r disbanded. When it
was found that Judas Priest's Rob HaLford
was gay - supplying rtew and humorou!>
connotations to the black leather, spikes
and whips he brandished on stage - many
metalheads' interests were no longer
aroused. Klaus Meine of The Scorpi9ns
lost his mane and Night Ranger was relegated to touring Japan, proving they could·

n' t still rock in America.
The success of grunge proved to be short
lived, and soon a new crop of hair farmers
sprouted to replace the ancients at the altar
of metaldom. Korny bands like Limp Bizkit and Linkin Park popped up at hair extravaganLas like Ozzfest and had kids moshin$
their asses off. But it lacked the opulence of
metal's golden age. Gone were superfluous
guitar solos, gory album art and the goofy
pyrotechnics.
In thei~ce were basketball jerseys.
sideways baseball caps and eyebrow rings.
What happened to guys strutting Sunset

Boulevard with hairstyles surpassing
supermodels? What happened to the homoerotic Page/Plant stage antics? What happened to the painter's caps and jean jackets
with a milky way of Iro n Maiden and Motley Crue pins? What happened to the
leather pants and handcuffs and spiked
wrist bands and bandanas with bot pink
prints of endangered animal hides? Metal
seemed doomed to the bargai n bin of
VH I 's " Behind the Music" and "'80s
Weekend" telecasts. and about the only
other time you heard W.A.S.P. or Whitesnake or White Lion mentioned was when
they were playing at a nearby Indian Casino or state fair.
We11, there's good news (or bad news,
depending) for those of you who thougbt
the heyday of metal was behind you; it' s
back like a bad acid trip.
The Darkness (from the United Kingdom) have ~it stateside with a bun-r ocking
barrage of falsetto vocals, guitar hannonies
and hammer-on laden solos that should
have you polishing the mags on your Z-28
and out cruising convenience store parking
lots like it was 1986 all over again.
1 apologize for being, perhaps, Lhe last
journalist in the nation to plug The Darkness, but I had to wait <for the fricldn·
Mayflower to land in Murray before I could
pick up this disc to review . One would

expect The Darkness~ to pay homage to
New Wave of Heavy Metal pioneers like
Maiden, Priest and Saxon, but their sound
is more akin to early Foreigner and Boston
(with a barely detectable dose of Slade and
Ziggy-era Bowie that no British band can
escape).
Thus. it's not exactly metal in the proper
shake of your fi ngerless leather-gloved fist
kind of way. but metal is more about looks
and attitude than music, anyway (except for
Maiden).
"Black Shuck" is a blatant nod to The
Nuge's "Stranglehold." " I Believe In a
Thing Called Love" utilizes the same three
power chord formulas that every hard rock
band has used at least 10 times, but somehow they make it sound spectacular, which
is precisely what is surprising about The
Darkness- they're actually good.
Of course there's the requisite power ballad, "Love Is Only a Feeling," but it again, surprisingly - sounds sincere.
"Permission to Land" is kitschy and
utterly predictable, but that's precisely its
appeal. I'd take The Darkness over the
aggrandized karaoke of" American Idol" or
the trailer-trash political science of Toby
Ke ith any day. Download this disc now!
Grade: A

Jim ~aurer Out~tan~in~ ~taft ~ervice Awar~
Established to honor and recognize a staff member who has gone above
and beyond the call of prescribed duty and has shown exceptional
dedication with regard to the students of Murray State University.
Each nominee will be considered on the followlng:l
1. Nomination Information presented by a full or part-time student of any
Murray State University campus.
2. A department chairman or director will be called upon to submit a letter,
on behalf of the nominated staff member, concerning the extraordinary
service the nominated staff member brings to the University.
3. Five finalists shall be chosen by the Selection Commltttee and Interviewed.
4. The staff member nominated must be emoloved tulltlme and have been
emoloyed fulltlme for a mlnumum offlye vears.
{ra}

-~JWB~UfR
O[TSt~~DJ~G

ST~JJ

) • The selection will be made by a committee, consisting

-

SfRVJat"

of students, and will be based on nomination application,
recommendation of supervisor and personal Interview.

• Please submit this form (additional forms available In

Ll LlRrn
the SGA Office) to Jeanie Morgan, Student Government
,.,._ uW
ll u &1.- Association. Application must be submitted no later
l{S)
·
) than NOON on FRI., MARCH 5, 2004.

I,---------,- -__,....- - - - - - would like to
(your name)
nominate

for the award.

(stam

Nominee Name
Campus Address
Campus Telephone Number
In what area does the staff member work In?
What qualities do you feel this staff person has that qualifies
him/her for this award?

~St~u~d~e~n~t'~s~sl~g~n~at~u~r~e____________________ D~a~t~e~-------M_a~~o_r______________________________ P~h~o~n~e~------_

Sponsored

by:~

Chris Chandler
Justin Davis
Ryan Gasaway
Austin Goodwi
Robert Han
Mitch Ko
Pui-Wang
Cameron
Alex Morris

e Okenfuss
Eric Orta
illen Perry
bert Proctor
Rouse
ey Sheikh
oug Spalding
Josh Ussery
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Theatre department brings classic children's stories to Lovett Auditorium
by Ph illip Desh on
Staff Writer
Laughter filled l.ovelt Auditorium as
both young and old experienced the premiere of "Fable Manner:." Tuesday morning.
The production, presented by the department of theatre anti tlance. showcased
modem comical rentlitions of five popular
chiltlren's fables, including "Liule Red
Riding Hood," "Chicken Little" and "The
Gingerbread Man."
Chiloren from local grade schools
uttended the premiere along with other
members of the Murray State community.
Unlike a typical play, "Fable Manners"
gave the audience a chance to interact with
the actors and participate in the show.
Robert Valenrine. director of the production, said ''Fable Manners" was a rewarding learning experience for everyone
involved. The ncturs relearned classic literury Mories while conveying moral ideas to
a younger au<.licnce.
"We were trying to get two for the price
of one,'' Valentine said.
Valentine, senior lecturer in the departCLUES ACROSS
1. Famous ladies, Bonheur
and Parks
6. Positioned to shoot
11 . Type of offiCial
13. Dresses up
15. Rubbed out
16. Cosmetic
17. Top part; covering the
chest
18. City or copy
20. VI

21 . Hemorrhage
23. Fairies
24. Lacking in refmement
25. Ardor
26. Gentlemen
27. Publicizes
28. Sculptures
30. Infections
31. An electrical force linking
atoms
32. Type of custody
33. Rods

ment of journalism and mass communication. also said after each performance lhe
actors adjust their story based on the
response from the crowd.
"The audience changes the scri pt," he
said.
Cast member Jessica Burton, sophomore
from Louisville, said the enthusiasm and
participation of the audience played a pi vola! role in the success of the show.
"The kids were really receptive," Burton
said. "They were really active in (the production)."
"Fable Manners" also differed from an
ordinary production because of its style of
development. T hrough Commedia de
I' Arte, the actors were given stories and
characters and through ' weeks of daily
rehearsal the script was written from ideas
and improvisation.
'They were learning about the p rocess of
mutual creativity," Valentine said.
Senior Eric O'Reilly, from Hardinsburg.
said he found this process to be e ntirely
new to him in his acting career.
"I really liked how (lhe actors) wrote the
show through improvisations;· he said.

35. A way to beat up
38. Rushes
39. North or South
40. Charles _, atonal composer
42. Macaws
43. A well-defined track or
path
44. An account of events
45. Pave
46. A peninsula between the
Red Sea and the Persian
Gulf
49. Bolshevik
50. Standard or typical example
53. Copyreading
55. In a way, spells
56. To notch or form sawlike
teeth
57. Tuberous roots
58. Hebrew letters

Brinn Molloy, sophomore from Eldorado, Ill., shared O'Reilly's excitement for
this unique theatrical style.
" I thought the idea was great," he said.
''It made each actor use (his or her) own
mind and capability."
"Fable Manners" also took a step back
from the traditional by relying more on lhe
imagination of the audience rather than
putting focus on elaborate sets and props to
tell the ~tory," Molloy said.
''The main thing we were trying to
achieve was to make children believe they
could get involved in theater without all the
(glitz and glamour)," said cast member
Heather Bradley, fres hman from Fairdale.
"We were just trying to perform something
that was not only entertaining, but that also
taught (the children) lessons."
"Fable Manners" will continue to run
this weekend wilh shows at 7 p.m. Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday in Lovett Auditorium. General admission is $2, student
admission free with Racercard.
The weekend shows will differ from the
week's run, with more attention paid to the
adults in the audience.

2. Strikingly unconventional
3. A very large body of
water
4. In a way, bent
5. Anything that provides an
inspiration for later work
6. Aces
7. Belonging to a thing
8. Twitch
9. Expunction
10. Mocks
11. Jewish spiritual leader
12. Instructed in spiritual
improvement
13. Dialects of the Taiwanese and Hokkianeses
14. Single-reed instruments
19. Mariners
22. In a way, aids
24. Cheese dish
26. Tans
27. Cold wind
29. In a way, touches
30. Particular Instance of
selling
'l

CLUES DOWN
1. Replenishes

Janna Tanner/The News

(from left) Jadii Mohme, junior from Trenton, IU.; Ramon Castillo, sophomo~
from Paducah; Danielle Macdonald, sophomore from Louisville; Brian Molloy,
sophomore from Eldondo, IU., and Jessica Burton, sophomore from Louisville,
rehearse a scene from 'King Midas and the Gold Touch•
"The play on Saturday and Sunday will
be different," Valentine said. "The oldest,
most experienced adult will find something
to enjoy."
First-time stage manager A nna Pearce,
freshman from Paducah, said she hopes the

weekend shows will draw the same crowds
and excitement the children's performances did.
" It is a children's show, but it is for all
ages," Pearce said. "It is highly entertaining and worth 50 minutes of your time."

32. A group of islands
39. Peels
41. Bog plant
between Asia and Australia
33. A low wall
43. Cripples
47. The content of cognition
34. Egg-shaped terra-cotta
48. like clouds
instrument
35. _ fide (latin)
51. Hill (Geltic)
52. Word eleme nt meaning
36. Type of cancer
ear
37. Yields
38.Judged
54. Denotes three
Last Week's Solution

~SHEf Career Opportunity!
Are you ready t o start building .your resume and preparing for your
future career? The Walt Disney Worl<r College Program gives you
the opportun ity to take college-level courses f or credit, network w ith

Show your student I.D.
and receive a FREE small
fry and drink with any
THICKBURGER"" purchase.

Disney leaders and enhance your m arketability in today's j ob market.,
As a participant, you'll enjoy a social. multicultural environment w ith
24-hour secured housing and admission to all four Walt Disney World
Theme Parks. Plus, you'll learn about next-step opportu nit ies w ith
The W alt Disney Company. This paid program is open t o all maj ors
and college levels. Find out more and apply online at

OPEN 24 HOURS!
U 641 and Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
H u wyf Ofter expha aoon.. Ofter valid from 11 p..m. - 3 a.m.
at participating reatat.WIII'Ita. Muat prea.nt achool I .D .
M f ore o rdarln g to receive d l acount.

Bardetis.

One coupon per~ I * "'""· Pte--' oouoon- Oldlmg. Olio<""' OCQd
c~Ut t""e '· CMII..uo '''00111 a1 ., ,
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Now accepting major credit cards!

----------------------------------------

$4,.9

FREE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A
1/3 LB. THICKBURGER-
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, March 3, 2004; 5:00 pm
Freed Curd Auditorium

1/3 LB. THICKBURGER"·

10 SLAMMERS
MINI BURGERS
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Dream it. Do it. Disney.
EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • © Disney
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Professional dancer travels from New York City
to share her talent with Murray State students
by Allison Light
Assbtant College Life Editor
Caitlin Trainor, from BronJtville, N.Y.. danced her
way onto campu$ this week for the second consecutive
year to teach, learn and share her art with students at
Murray State.
Trainor began her dance career at Skidmore College
in Saratoga Springs. N.Y. She said she didn't have any

dance instruction until college because she was waiting
for the right instructor to fit her needs.
'Tve been dancing my whole life because I've
always loved it. but I started getting my dance education in college.'' Trainor said. "I think 1 always wanted
to (dance), it was just when I found a teacher in college
that knew how to communicate (and) her style spoke to
me. I was a complete addict after that,"
After completing her undergraduate studies. Trainor
went on to get her master's degree in dance at Mills
College in Oakland, Calif. Sbe said the transition from
undergraduate studies to master' s studies was different
on some levels.
"It was so different because· I was still so green," she
said. "The work was much more in depth. I guess it
was the course work that was so different for me. The
in-class technique wasn't so different It was more the
delving into the theoretical, the cultural, the political,
the literary and the historical (aspects) of dance."

New ·York

Caitlin Trainor, guest artist, teaches sophomore
Adam Ellis, from Murray, how to move bis
body during tbc warm-up of his modern dance
class. Trainor dances witb Amy Marshall
Dance Company and teaches yoga and pilates
in New York.

. ,,

C~ty

brings opportunity

She said while she enjoyed dancing in California, it
didn't have the amount of dance she wanted. After
receiving her master's degree, Trainor decided to take
the plunge and move to New York City to further her
dance career.
Soon after moving to New York, Stephan Koplowit7.
hired her to perform with him and his dancers in his
choreographed public art. Tbe dancers practiced nnd
performed their pieces on steps, on the sidewalk, in
Grand Central Station and doorways. They danced in
any public place. Trainor said she loved working with
Kaplowitz because the program was unlike anything
else she had done.
"It was reaJly different because you get so concentrated with your blinders on as a dancer and there you
are rehearsing as people are walking by and doing their
grocery shopping," Trainor said, "It wac; really exciting because you didn't get the dance audience. You get
lots of just everyday Joe's. (like) the homeless guy on
the comer is watching you dance. It really opens it up
a lot."
She said starting a career in dance is a lor like starting a career in anything else. h is all about who you
know.
'9'"What was interesting to me about moving to New
York ... was that it's really not so much you go to un
audition and you get a job," Trainor said. "Just like any

Photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Trainor, from New York, demostrates to students a move used in modern dance technique during
their class. She is on campus for 10 days teaching technique classes, dance appreciation and setting
a piece for the Murray State Dance Company's concert io April.
other field, networking is huge and that was the part
that has taken me two years to get with the company I
really want to be with. I've had many jobs along the
way, which is good."
Still a resident of New York, Trainor is dancing with
the Amy Marshall Dance Company, presenting her
own choreography. working with many choreographers and getting into any kind of dance situation she
can. In addition to taking classes. she teaches yoga and
pilates. She mainly studies modem dance, but she
keeps her body agile by using ballet and yoga techniques.
"My main thing is modem. but I really like to think
of it as not only all different forms of dance, but all dif.
ferent parts of life ... all different types of art.'' Trainor said. "It's abstract. so there are layers of meaning
and there are many dimensions to it rather than it just
being entertainment. Modern dance is more of an art
form. whereas Broadway dance tends to be an entertainment form. Modern dance can be either (one) or
both. It can be abstract, it can be literal, it can be wild.
it can be anything."

Trainor finds Southern hospitality
Truiror was first invited to Murray State by fellow
graduate of Mills College and dance instructor for the
University, Ivan Pulinkala.
This is Trainor's second visit to the University to
teach for I0 days. She said she loves coming to Mur-

ray and bas definitely found the meaning of "southern
hospitality.''
"This is the only place where I've had a permanent
situation," she said. "(Murray State) is wonderful. ...
Every single person has been so hospitable. The students are really open and they're bright and responsive."
Like last year, Trainor is setting a piece for the Murray State Dance Company to perform at its concert in
April. The process is intense, but fun for both Trainor
and the students.
"First and foremost, I am setting a piece for the
Company," she said. "It's a really different piece than
last year. so I'm excited to 'Share that with the community. We are rehearsing every day. Normally. a piece
would be rehearsed for six monihs, and here we're
doing nine days. It's really extensive work for both the
students and myself."
Trainor is hoping to be able to come back in April to
see the company perform her piece
ln addition to setting a piece for the company, Trainor is teaching various technique classes. dance appreciation and a pilates and yoga class.
As a professional dancer, Trainor gives sound advice
to those who are aspiring to make dance a career.
"In order to have a life as a dancer, because it's so
challenging. you have to feel like you couldn't be satisfied any other way.'' said Trainor. "I think you have
to feel like you must do it, otherwise the work is just
too much."

\1

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF

ROAD TRIP AND OLD SCHOOL
NO ACTUAL EUROPEANS
WERE HARMED
IN THE MAKING OF THIS FILM.

lie popped the question -· you said yes
•• what now?
W~ddin& plannlncls jail that- p(an·
nine. The first thing you must do is get a
wedding planner or ~orne sort of ayatem.
This planner will be essential for keeping
thmgs organized and readily aocesstble.
Some of the best plaonet'$ have cbC(:kJists
and pocketed pages to hold swatches and
bu~iness cards from vendors. It is also useful if the book is formatted so you can holepunch pages you may want to insert, such
as a picture of your weddmg gown, a magazine photo of flowers you mi&ht want to
show your florist or a pnce list from a caterer.
Sellin& a date Is the nut step, but you
nc:W to contact the church or other weddmg
location and the recqltion location md
make sure your date is available. Take care
of this quickly as locations are often
booked early. even in small towns. Make
sure you have firmly reserved your location!> wuh a deposit, if required You may
also want to reserve a bloclc of rooms at a
local hotel if you expect any out-of-town
attendees.
Whrn yo11 set the date you will also
"·ant to choose a time of day for your
"cddinc. The time of day may dictate tbe
level or formality. Morning and afternoon
v.eddings are usually not as formal as
evening weddings, but they can be Incredibly charming. If you are sending invitation~. be sure they are ordered soon and that
they reflect the personality of your weddmg. There are a many affordable chotces
available.
Choo~in& a gown Is often the most fun
part or the plannlnc experlenet. Try on a
number of gowns and choose a gown that
suits you, your figure md your wc:dding
style. Go with something that expresses
your unique personality. Try not to get too

caught up an the latest style. Remember that
if your gown has to be ordered you will
need to allow at least three months from the
time you order until your weddang.
Any weddlnc planning book worth the
money wUI have a huge ehecklllt of all the
other uems you will need to attend to for
your wedding. Even if you are planning a
5imple wedding, it IS important to consider
whether or not you will be having a cake,
flowers, attendants, invitation~ and the like,
Althouah you may be having a small cake
and just a fe'o\· flowers, you sttll need to get
them ordered m a timely manner. A planner
is an excellent way to organize.
AI you plan your wedding It Is Important you not lose 1ight or the rul reason
for thl1 day. You are starting a new hfc with
someone you love. It may seem like the
most important c:boice in your universe 1s
the color of the bridesmaid dresses, but
even more important are the things you
choose for your new home together. 1\llthe
people you 11re inViting to your wedding
will want to buy you a gift, and you may be
fortunate enough that friends and family are
hosting a shower for you pnor to the wed·
ding. It is important to think ahead. A briC!al
registry i~ crucial for making sure you get
gifts that reflect your taste and lifestyle and
prevents you and your groom from 5pe11d·
ing the first few months together trytng to
figure out where yuu can return all the
things you got that don't work tor you. By
choosing items for your regtstry, you wtll
help your guests know what you like and
make sure you don' t get 10 toasters and
eight crystal vases. Put down whllt you hkc:
and don't agonile too much over pncing.
Choose everything you like and there: will
be plenty of gifts in a plethora of pn.:e
ranges. Remember, it doesn 't cost anythtng
to register a lot of items and 11 gives your
guests more cho1ces.

Your mothrr may "isely ad\be you
that now Is the time to get china, crystal,
and beautiful Oat ware for your table She Is
nght. At no other ttme in your hfe w11lthts
many people be looking for a 111ft for you,
und such tableware IS a traditional gilt.
Although your may think ehtna ts Just
somethrng your grandmother uses. take a
look at the modern patterns available today.
Many feature gold and platinum, gcometnc
dc:sign~. fabulous colorr; nnd functionality
never before seen in fine d1nnemare. There
are a number of choices th:tt nrc dishwasher safe and could be used every day.
Although chrna may look deltcate and
breakable:. it is often much stronger than
pottery or other casual dmncrware.
China and crystal an! not (or ev~ry•
oue. If you and be are more casual entertamers, focus on an everyday dinnerware
patter.t tn fun colors. 1f you hke to have
people over for parties, make sure you have:
lots of servmg pieces in functional metals
and generous sizes. Don't forget cookware
and kitchen tools. You Will need them even
tfyou· only make Hamburger Helper. Make
choices that have a lasting vnluc for you.
Think about what is important in the years
to come. Rejister tn a store where the salespeople will help you and your gift buyers,
not tn a place where they are just handed a
list und sent to find things on the1 r own.
1-'inally, don't let planninll yuur werl·
ding ruin your happiness. Many time:s
women are so caught up tn mak1ng their day
perfect tlult they forget to enjoy the process,
much less the btg day Itself Something will
go wrong but likely you will be the only
pc:rson \\ho knows it. Keep sm1hng :mJ no
one will know your wedding cake is the
wrong flavor. You are still Mrs. Nc~~o Wifi: at
the end, and isn'ttbat why you are there?

Are you
Monica & Chandler or Niles & Daphne?
Whatever your style and whatever your price range, a bridal registry at
Vintage Rose Emporium is right for you. With dinnerware prices ranging from
$9 to $199 and styles from the most fun and casual to the most formal and
ell!gant, we can make your registry suit your individual taste. We also carry a
large selection of great gifts for your attendants and favors for your guests.
Every bridal couple is special to us, and so are your gift buyers. We will
make sure that people select what you really want, not just hand them a list and
make them search for the items you have selected. Come see us.

303 N. 12th St. • University Square • Murray
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday - 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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IMttDDN

CBEA110NSetc.

Rayann Butterworth
Gary Murdock
Heather Grogan

hair & nails
1206 Johnson Blvd.
Murray • 753-CREW

Angela Paschall
Kathy Rose

(270) 441•7670
212 Broadway • Paducah, KY
www.~Mirlle& klloo111lq. com
'(iak about oar New euatomiztd invitationa & bookmark!

Cal(es and More~
Specillfizing In Custom 'Wetftfir!g CaK!s '"..... .__....,_

Your
tDream
Wedatno 'Beotns 'lfere

BIRTHDAYS • WEDDINGS • ANNIVERSARIES
CORPORATE EVENTS
NOW ao<>KING RECEPTIONS AND aEHEARSAL DINNitltS

Formal Wear & Limousines

~-Leigh Ann Steely Grady
237 Tobacco Road
Murray, KY 42071
753-1159

Find the dress of
your dreams among
our selection of
wedding gowns,
bridesmaid and
flower girl dresses.

304 Main St.

Murray
753-1300

. , We also offer:
• Tuxedo Rental
Wedding Invitations
• Head Pieces
• Pageant Dresses
-.Layaway Available

Visit Our Website
mrjsladyjs.com

Nationwide
1·888-367-6757
J-888-958-9879

WEDDING GOWNS 1/2 PRICE!
• TUXEDOS (5 PAID GROOMS FREE) - ~STYLES AVAILABLE
• WEDDING GOWNS - PURCHASE OR

• BRIDESMAIDS

&

RENT

MURRAY'S NEWEST BRIDAl. REGISTRY DESTINATION

FLOWER GIRL DRESSES

(OJSCOUNTS W/TUXEDOS, PURCHASE OR RENT)

11mrs. - Frl. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. . 2
and by appoJntme11t

p.m

3 DAYS/2 NIGHTS

ATTENTION ALL BRIDES!

HONEYMOON PACKAGE

You ARE INVITED TO ATI'END
PENIQUE'S BRIDAL OPEN HOUSE
MARCH lOTH FROM 10 A.M.- 5 P.M.
1'mr nar
....,..
AND.....,...._.,
-I'AIIIJQVS.
SaJiirJir,
Ami.Jr

GSU" SIIUICfiDN Of1 JULm:llr, ,IAnlllU, JtADMU.
FllA7VItiiiG Vllinl,
1VAawn4Cir,
}ONA'fiWI
AND ltiANF untD
MAlJ1'IliUL UlfllS IW a.alJmlll" Nil) IKW. AC'CII:SSOit/BS.

(731)-247-3959 • (731)-247-5422

2irld;tCotttlfle

Penique's

I.ocatOO. on Monis Road,~' Tenn; off of 641,
i>llowthe~
' ,.

2477 ROUTE 94 E. • MUJtRAY •

Before going to the Shoe Tree,
COME TO US!
The Mu"ay State News wants to feature
your engagement and wedding announcements
on a special page each month.

Mon.- Sal
753-3688

UP.DO'S FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Call for Appointment: (270)753io3888
Walk-Ins Welcome

For Decorating And Beyond ...

dhe mlfo-w dree
Where Every Gift Is One Of A Kind!

Kitchen Items, Dinnerware
Lamps, Decor For The Home

COMING SOON: NEW GARDEN ITEMS!
306 ~fain St. • Hazel
(270) 492-8900 willowtreegifts@hotmail.com
Mon - Sat 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Sun I p.m. - 5 p.m .

•
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\

1701 Hwy.
121 By-Pass

t'
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Pene oye P otoarayfi~
Secrets to Set tfie
Stage for !JWmance

NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN

Your wedding and your honeymoon epitomize what
romance is all about.To help you get staned, Yves
Rocher, a leader in botanical beauty and personal care
products, offers the following simple steps for creating
your own love sanctuary at home:

I
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UV-FREE
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SPRAY
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l. After a long day at work, slip into something more
comfortable. Having something soft and light against
your skin will rejuvenate your spirit and help you both
get in the mood for a romantic evening.
•
2. Set the mood. The sensual glow of candles can make
any setting romant1c. Try a soothing aromatherapy candle
to create a peaceful oasis with the beneficial aromas of
essential oils.
3. Leave behind stress by treating your panner to a therapeutic massage. Look for an aromatic massage·cream
. which offers the ideal texture and relaxing soothing scent
to wrap his or her body in comfoning softness and
release tensions naturally.
4. When choosing perfume and lotion, you want something that will provide the ultimate romantic experience.
Even a dab of sensual and spellbmding love potion to
your pulse points will last all day and night.
5. Keep your skin silky smooth and touchably soft for
each idyllic day and sultry night after work or on the
weekends, More imponantly, you'll feellilce love is in
the air all over again.

BOOTH

'c

1309 Johnson Blvd. • Murray • (270) 767,.0760

270-559-7601

WWW:fene(opeylioto.com.

Something old, something new, something borrowed...

Something Borrowed!

·• WEDDINGS • BANQUETS
• PARTIES • ANNIVERSARIES

•

RENTAL AND SALES

~~~0~~~®
•

Odds are, if you're getting married you' 11 need to
borrrow money in your near future for ypur first
home, a new car or maybe even your own business.
Whatever your fmanciaJ needs, the professionals at
The Murrfiy Bank can help! All of your loan
decisions are made quickly and locally by people you
know and trust, so you won't have a long wait to get
something you need. Even if it's something blue!

~
How Banking Should Be

405 South 12th St. • 700 North 12th St.
Murray, KY. 42071
(270)753-LOAN

www.themurraybank.com

A nice place to relax and enjoy
all this area has to offer!

Indoor & Outdoor Wedding Receptions
Catering Services
Rooms that Overlook the Lake
<

1 or (800) 325~0143
e Road~ Hardin KY
I
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Sports Editor: Jake Lowary
Assistant Sports Editor: Nathan Cltnkl·nhcartl
Phone: 762-4481

Racers secure second

Women's victory

Thursdays win p uts MSU behind Austin Peay in OVC

boosts morale
by Nathan

by J a ke Low ary
Sports Editor

Clinkenbeard

With junior guard Adam Chiles
out with an injury, the Racers (225; 12-2 Ohio Valley Conference)
showed no signs of confusion as it
trampled Tennessee State(6-18; 58 OVC) 88-72.
Chiles suffered a dislocated
shoulder in Saturday's game
against Austin Peay, which the
Racers lost 63-56. After the game
Head Coach Mick: Cronin said the
status of Chiles is still in question.
With the loss of Chiles behind
them, Murray State' s bench took
the reins and led the Racers to the
decisive victory. Senior Rick Jones
led the scoring with 26 points in 28
minutes on the floor.
"We are still adjusting to life
without Adam on the run," Cronin
said. "Kevin (Paschel) is playing a
lot more minutes than he is used to.
It's an adjustment for him to be out
there longer than he's used to and
have to make decisions when he is
tired."
photo<; by Rashod Taylor/The News
Senior guard Paschel is now the
Senior guard Kevin Pascbel negotiates defenders as he maneuvers to the basket Thursday at the
frontman for the Racers. He is taking control of the squad in fine Regional Special Events Center. Paschel had four points and five assists in 31 minutes of action.
fashion. Paschel only scored four The Racers walked away with a win and secured their second place spot In the conference.
points in the contest, but he loggeJ
The Racers returned to Murray
the most playing time of any other 12th double-double of the season digits fur Tennessee State.
Freshman phenom Bruce Price Wednesday after the Tuesday
Racer on the floor with 31 minutes. ttnd his 28th of his career.
It seems all the Racers had time led the Tigers in rebounding with night contest with Tennessee-MarIn the first half. the Racers got
off to a fast start shooting a blister- in the spotlight. Junior forward I I boards. Price has earned the tin. The Racers won that game as
ing 57 perc~:nt from the floor. Kelvin Brown was the bruiser of OVC Rookie of the Week award well, 77-44.
Now the Racers are back at
Jones led the way shooting a per- the team, forcing four fouls and five times in his first term on the
fect 6-for-6 from behind the three- taking 16 freebies from the free- team. Cronin said he thought the home and have a few much needed
point line. in addition to 7-of-8 throw line. Brown also had 14 Racers did a good job of subduing days off. The players nt:ed to prepoints and eight rebounds.
pare for Conference USA squad
the youngster.
from shorter range.
For the Tigers, Roshaun Bowens
"I thought we did a tremendous Texas A&M Corpus Christi.
Senior
forward
Antione
Senior Rick Jones said this will
Whelchel just missed a triple dou- was the shining star for TSU as he job of guarding Bruce Price who is
ble with nine points, eight assists put Jown 2.J points of his own to an outstanding player," Cronin be a match of Ycngeance and retri·
and 7 rebounds. Fellow senjor for- lead the Tigers' scoring. He was said. "He is one of the best fresh- bution for the Racers.
"It's a revenge match definiteward Cuthbert Victor notched his the only player to score in double men in the nation and certainly the
ly," he said. "We went down there
best freshmen in (the OVC).''
The first half was packed "'ith nod they embarrassed us and it is
excitement, with four technical definitely something we want to
fouls distributed to both teams. For win: ·
The only other obstacle in the
the Racers. senior guard Chris
Shumat~: and senior center Andi
Racers' path to the NCAA TournaHornig were both nailed with a ment is the OVC Championship.
technical for aggressive play. On The Racers will likely get a No. 2
the TSU side of the lloor, senior seed behind Austin Peay. Morecenter Cedric Bryson wao; ejected head State will probably snag the
after an intentional foul with 5:08 third seed with other teams fulling
left in the first half.
in behind. Three of the teams from
Despite the win, which secured the conference will not make the
the Racers bid for second place in tournament . This will put Murray
the OVC, Cronin said the team is State facing the No. 7 seed.
mainly concerned with the tournaBefore that happens, the Racers
must finish the regular season. The
ment in March.
"To be honest, we don't even team has three home games
talk about standings," he snid. "We remaining. two of which are
talk about March and how to he the agninst c11nference rivals Southeast
Senior forward Cuthbert Victor posts up on a Tennessee State best team coming into the tourna- Missouri and Eastern Illinois .
ment."
defender in the fi rst half of Thursday's game.

Assistant Sports Editor
The smiles on the players' faces
throughout the second half told the
story. The women's basketball
team would not have to grind out
another tough game as the women
used a 45-point flrst half to bury
Tennessee State, 71-43, Thursday
night at the Regional Special
Events Center.
Junior guard Rebecca Remington was all smiles after the victory
as she tallied 14 points on 4-of-8
shooting in just 19 minutes on the
floor. Remington knew that even
with the big lead, her team could
not give Tennessee State any daylight in the second half.
"We try to focus on not giving
the opposi ng tenm any confidence," Remington said . "We
knew Tennessee State could get a
win here tonight so we couldn'tlet
up at all throughout the game."
The Racers did not let up as the
players forced a whopping 33
turnovers from the visiting Tigers.
From those 33 turnovers the
women were able to score 39
points compared to TSU's seven
points off turnovers.
Overall, Head Coach Joi
Williams was very excited and
impressed with her team's defensive output on the night.
"We knew TSU struggled shooting as a team, so we wanted to use
n zone to force more turnovers,"
Williams said. "l'm very proud of
our defensive effort tonight.''

Rashod Taylor/The News

Sophomore Jill Fulkerson
makes the call for the Racers
In Thursday night's game.

Tennessee State only managed
to hold a lead for the first five
minutes of the game until the Racers went on an 18-0 run over the
following five minutes to take the
lead for good with 10: 17 to play,
20-5.
The victory moved the Racers
Ohio Valley Conference record
back even, 7-7. with the overall
record moving to 11-14. At seventh place in the conference, the
women are only a half game
behind Morehead State for sixth.
Without a victory in conference
play the Tigers drop to 0- 13 in the
conference and 1-22 on the season.
A tenacious Racer defense was
all the visiting Tigers could handle
as the team shot 39 percent for the
game. In the first half alone TSU
held 32 percent shooting from the
tield without a single three-point
field goal.
The only player to score in double figures for TSU was senior
guard Kisha Stewart, who hit all
four of Tennessee State's threepoint baskets and a two-pointer for
a total of 14 points.
In the second half the Racer lead
got as high as 29 points and it
never dropped below 20 points.
The women from both teams traded baskets for most of the second
half as the Racers tinished the
scoring with 2:20 remaining on a
layup by sophomore center Lori
Trumblee to make it 71-43.
Senior guard Megan Fuqua led
the Racers in scoring with 15
points on 4-of-13 shooting. Fuqua
was a perfect 4-for-4 from the line
and she managed two rebounds
and three steals in n team•high 28
minutes. Senior guard Stacy
Holmes scored 12 points and led
the team in rebounding with eight
boards.
Guaranteed a spot in the OVC
Tournament with two games
remaining on the conference
schedule, the women now must
wait to ,see how the other teams
ahead of them play their final
games. The Racers will have to
travel for the first-round game, but
Williams is confident her team can
play with the upper echelon of the
OVC.
"I think we've shown we can
play with any of those four teams
leading the OVC." Williams said.
"Playing away at any of those four
will be tough. but we have played
well as a team on the road."
The women continue the season
at 5: 15 Thursday against Southeast Missouri State at the RSEC.

Spring fishing recommendation: Chicken liver great for catfish bait
I

This time of year
is a good one. It's
still pretty cold
outside, e<;pecially
at night. But wnlking outside in the
morning and hearing a few springtime birds und feel ing the temperatures get a. lillie
warmer during the
day tells me spring
\\ill soon be here.
Every year ubuut
this time, I watch
The
W~:ather
Channel, eagerly awaiting the first spurt of
spring-time weather.

---====._.

This weather prompts several things. I
usually get out and start looking for turkeys.
The upcoming spring sea'\on. which begins
mid-April, demands a great deal of scouting
for success . These early trips are predominantly for curing cases of cabin fever.
But the first real outdoor adventure of
spring for me is always catfishing. Catfish,
channel catfish in particular, are traditionally considered to be a fish most likely to be
caught in the heat of a summer night.
Mo::.t serious catfish anglers choose to fish
from boats at night during the summer with
heavy tackle and cut bait. When I was a
young boy though. my father showed me his
favorite method for bringing home a stringer
of eating-sii'ed catfish. ·
Dad teamed during the first warm snap of
the year, u:-.ually around the end of February

Men's Basketball Standings
ovc
Over" II
APSU
M SU
Morehead

TTU
EKU
Samford
TSU
JSU
EIU
SEMO

UTM

14·0
12-2
8-5
7-6
7·6

5·8
5·8
5·9
4·9
3·10
3-10

17-7
22-5
13-11
13-11

12·12
10-14
6-18
12-1 3
6-18
10-14
8-17

or the beginning of Murch. the catfish in our
home-town lake, Lake Bcshear near Dawson Springs, tend to migmte to the shallowest portions of the lake. Our property hap·
pens to lay on the shallow end of the lake an area full of lily pads during the summer.
In the early spring. the lily pads haven·t yet
pushed through the water's surface, and the
callish seem to love this shallow habitat.
Our method for catching loads of these
fish is extremely simple. We fish from the
bank and we use light tackle. usually spinning gear spooled with nn eight· or I 0pound-test line. We rie on u light wire hook,
put a few split-shot sinkers above that and
wad a generous amount of chicken liver
onto the liook.
The fresher and bloodier the liver is, the
more the fish like it. I usually cut off a firm

Men's Basketball Schedule

Women's Basketball Standings

Feb. 21
'l'l•nnc:;sce Tech at Samford, 2 p.m.
State at Tenncs.s..-e·Martin, 6 p;m
Aus tin Peay at Wichtta State, 6 p.m.

'J'('nncs~>e

Eastern Kentucky at Eastern Illinois, 7:05p.m.
State at SEMO, 7:30 p.m.

Mor~head

feb.23
Texas A&M Corpus Christi at Murray Stale, 7:15 p.m.

Feb.24
Morehead State at Eastern Kentucky, 6 p.m.
Tenncs~ Tech at Austin Peay, 7:30p.m.
Samford At Jacksonville State, 6:.10 p.m.

feb.26
Tennessee State at Samford, 7 p.m.
SEMO at Mu rray State, 7:15
Eru;tm~

Illinois at Tennessee-Martin, 7:30p.m.

piece about the size of u silver dollar. We
lob the setup as far out from the bank as we
can throw it, place a few forked sticks in the
ground, rest our rods in those sticks and lean
back in lawn chairs to wait for the fish. A
nice cooler of cold beer helps the waiting
process significantly.
When a cadish decides to grab the chicken liver. it's easy to tell. I fish with just a little slack in my line, but when a fish bites,
that slack will tighten and the rod will usually bend a good deal as the fi:.h carries the
liver away. I cardully pick the rod up and
wait until I can feel the fish pulling the line.
When the line gets tight, I set the hook and
begin reeling.
Most of the fish we catch are around 15·
inches long, but occasionally we catch a
three or four-pounder. Last year, my girl-

APSU
'ITU
SEMO
JSU
EKU
Morehead
M SU
UTM
EIU

Samford
TSU

OVC
12·1

Overall
18·6

10-3

15·9

9-4
8-5
8-5
7-6
7-7

14-10
14·9
12-12
10-14
11·14

5·8

9-15

4·9
2-11

7-17
9-15

0·13

1-22

friend landed a big seven-pounder with her
Zebco 33 and six-pound line, and that's
been the biggest we've caught thus far.
Bigger catfish can be caught elsewhere,
but on the light tackle we use, and for the
rime of year, it's hard to beat this style of
fishing. Simplicity can definitely be appelling. We've had several days when the fish
were biting well and we've landed more
than 50 catfish.
I'm going to try this in some of the shallow coves of Barkley and Kentucky lakes
this spring as well. I have a feeling it will
work anywhere. A steaming plate of fried
catfish and hushpuppies is a good incentive.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist for
"The Murray State News"

Women's Basfletball Schedule
Feb. 21
Eastern K~ntucky at Eastern lllinois, 2:05 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Samford, 4 p.m.
Tennessee State at Tennessee-Martin, 4 p.m.
Austin Pcay at Jacksonville State, 5 p.m.
Morehead State at SEMO, 5 p.m.

Feb.24
Moreht•ad State at East~rn Kentucky, 4:30p.m.
Samford at jacksonville State, 5 p.m.
Tcnm.'Ssec Tech at Austin Peay, 5:15p.m.

Feb.26
Tennt.'Ssec State at Samford, 5 p.m.

SEMO at Murray State, 5:15 p .m.
Eastern Illinois at TenneSS(.'C·Martin, 5:30 p.m.
jacksonville State at Savannah State, 6 p.m.
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Middleton takes goals head first
by Nathan
Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor
While days on Earth have been
24 hours long since the beginning
of time. fifth-year senior Garrett
Middleton works hard daily to
push that barrier.
The college athlete has learned
to balance his time student teaching, grading papers, throwing 35pound weights and working at
Baldy's Grill.
"I usually try to shoot for getting in bed around 1 a.m.," Middleton said.
Middleton, from Nashville, 111.,
starts his day at 7:30 a.m. at Calloway County High School, where
he student teaches. His school day
ends at 3:30 p.m., but the rest of
his work extends throughout the
afternoon and into the night.
As a senior in high school, Middleton received offers from Division I schools for track and field
and from smaller schools for football. In his mind, though, he said
tbere really was not anything to
think about when it came time to
pick a sport.
"I always knew after high
schoo~ that track would be the way
to go m college," Middleton said.
"I also thought about joining the
football team my last year in
school if 1 had that opportunity."
In his last year as a Murray State
~thlete, Middleton has competed
m the 35-pound weight throw this
indoor season. For the outdoor
season, if his shoulder holds, he
plans to throw the hammer along
with competing in his favorite
event, the discus.
Whether his body will continue
to function properly is a viable
concern for Middleton as he trains
hard for his competitions. Middle-

ton has had a stress fracture in his
foot. a tom tendon in his finger
and shoulder problems that have
plagued him over the course of
this year.
The tom tendon in his finger
required 19 stitches, which prevented him from competing for a
year and robbed him of mobility
he may never regain.
After a day of teaching, Middleton goes to lhe Regional Special
Events Center, where he practices
for his events. The other lhrowers
sometimes wait for him, because
without a coach this year, they
look to Middleton for tips and help
with their techniques.
Head Track Coach Norbert
Elliott never had to ask Middleton
to help the younger throwers
because he took it upon himself.
Rashod Taylor/The News
"I've had four coaches since
Senior
Ga.rrett
Middleton
has
been
a
thrower
on the track
I've been here, and now we don't
have a coach for the throwers,"
team for five years. Completing a goal be set several years
Middleton said. "I just don't like
ago, Middleton was also a walk-on for this football season.
seeing the younger guys go out
there and just throw without guidwith his indoor season thus far as
ray High School students.
ance."
he gears toward the Ohio Valley
Middleton
also
wants
to
assist
a
Because this year's throwers
high school football team in the Championships in two weeks. At
have relied on Middleton for
the Indiana Invitational hosted by
future. he said.
coaching, he hopes this experience
Indiana University, Middleton finThis
football
season.
be
fulfilled
will help him secure a teaching job
his wish of playing on Murray ished ninth with a throw over 49
at a high school.
State's football team. After bat- feet.
Elliott has been very thankful
tling through the tough .s ummer
He said he was inspired to excel
that Garrett lends his expertise to
workouts, he made the traveling by playing football, and he came
the other throwers since he has yet
squad as the backup long snapper. into the track season more excited
~ to find a throwers coach.
''My goal going into football lhan he had ever been.
"Garrett has always been that
was to make the traveling team,"
Anyone who feels overwhelmed
way, to assist and lend a helping
Middleton said. "I wasn't going to by their schedules can just look at
hand," Elliott said. 'That is why
play a lot. but I was lhere to fill his what Middleton does on a daily
he wants to be a teacher. Garrett
spot if the long snapper went basis for inspiration.
just naturaJJy gravitates towards
After he grnduates, finishes the
down."
helping others, and he has been
After track practice, Middleton track season and goes out into r.he
very helpful this year."
does not iilow down, as he can be real world, Middleton might not
Along with teaching, Middleton
found either working at Baldy's, know what to do with all his free
wants to become a head track
grading papers or making lesson time; but he is doubtful he will
coach. He coaches at Calloway
plans.
have trouble finding something to
County High School, and next
Middleton said he is pleased work on.
year he hopes to help some Mur-

S900.00/week plus exc«.>llent benefits after training! 1-800-688-7009.
DRIVER-COVENANT TRANSPORT. Teams and Solos check
out our new pay· plan. Ask about
our Regional Runs. Owner
Operators, Experienced Drivers
_.......::....__.:....::...::...:....:::.....;.=.==::=--=~-Solo5, T•ams and Graduate Stu:
dents. Call l-8~8-MOR£PAY (1A SUMMER JOB AT KEN·
888-667-3729).
TUCKY 4-H camps: Positions
are available a~ Camp Man.lB· DRIVER-Now Earn More! Increase
!!r, EMT, cook~. lifeguards,
in Pay Package. Contractors &
enstru~tors
for
swimmin-g,
Company Needed. Flatbed·Reirig·
canoeeng, nature, recreation
era ted-Tanker.
Over-the-roaa
arts ancf cralts, rifle, archery
Some Regional. Commercial Ori:
and !ow and hegh ropes elever's license Training. 1-800·771menls. S,tlaries range from
6318. www.primeinc.com
$1000 to $1200/mo. Plus
room ilnd bodfd. VIsit our
DRIVERS: BEST gets Better!
booth at the Spring Job Fair on
Company up to . 45 cents, Teams
March 3, 2004 or c.tll 859to .53 cents 010 to .93 cents per
257-5961 for .1n upe_l~.
mile! New Lease Purchase Plan
w/$0 Down! Call 1-800-CF IAVON Entrepreneur wanted
DRIVE, www.didrive.com
Must be willing to work when ·
ever you want, be your own
DRIVERS: We 1ve Done 1he
~oss, and en/oy unlimited earn·
Math. .
Company
Drivers,
engs. let' s Ia k. 888·942·4053.
40¢/mtle x 1500 miles = ZIP.
33¢/mile x 3000 - $990 +
!RAVEL JOSS youn~ grow- bonus. 0/0p 90¢/mile x 1800 ..
eng company is hirtng 18- ZIP. 0/0p 83¢/mile x 3000 23 sharp guys/gals free 10
$2490 Teams 3St/mile. Weltravel the US with a fun
come to Buske Country 800group. 2 week- paid train·
879-2486 lC 286.
eng weth return guaranteed, I( you are Tree to
GREAT SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
t~avel, over 18, and would
Help girls grow strong make
l1ke to make good money
lifelong friends and lc~yak in
call Sandy 800-679-1457.
your free time! Girl Scouts of
Kentuckiana hiring for Sear
A TT£NTION: RESORT & HOTEL
Creek Aquatic Camp (I<Y lake)
M~nagem_ent ~ajors!
lnternand Camp Pennyroyal (western
sheps available 1n resort activi·
I<Y). Camp counselors, Lifeties. front office and food ser·
guards, Boating Staff, Health
vice. Myrtle Beach and Hilton
Supervisor, Business Manager
Head, SC; Orlando, FL Join us
Waterfront Director (WSI), and
for a semester or summer gamCooks. Excellent benefits fun
eng hands on experience in
traditions and playful at'mossunny resort locations! Call t.
phere!
Apply
today
~t
~00-864-6762
or
email:
www.kygirlscoutcamps.org or
1nfoC americanhospi ta l1ty.1cade·
call (888) 771-5170 ext. H4
my.com or www.ilmericdnho~
petalilyacademY..com!
JOIN THE SOUTHWOOD$
$300/month stipend, furnished
WAY Soulhwoods is c1 co-t>tl
hou~ing, shullled transportation,
~esidenli~l children's camp
cultural evenls ,Jnd socials, gain
en the Aderondack Mountains
a cullural experience, make
of New York. Southwoods is
friends from around the world
seeking
ENTHUSIASTIC
gain
AH&Ia
certification'
[NfRGHIC, AND FUN-LOV:
receivt' internship crt'dlls
'
lNG individuals to make a
lfARN TO OPCRATE Bull- positive impact on a child's
life. Positions are available
dozers, b.1ckhoes, ExcavaIn the areas of; group leading
tors & more! No experienc«.> needed! Creal pay & athletics, outdoor adventure
creative and performing arts:
benefit~! 1-866·280-5836.
water sports and much more!
Benefits of working at SouthA TTENTIONJ Tuition Paid
woods include salary, rravel,
C . D . l. Truck Driver and
Heavy £quipment Operator room, board, laundry, and
much morel For more inforTraining! No Upfront Cost
mation and to complete an
if
Qualified!
[arn

<1pplicat 1on please contact
us :
www . southwood~ .co m
l-800-449-.1357
AVON-Entrepren~ur

wanted. Mu.st be willing to
work whenever you want,
be your own bou, and
enjoy unlimited earnengs
l.et's lalk. 888-942-4053.
16-DAY CAREER TRAINING-DRIVER
TRAINLES
WANHDI CLASS-A COL &
Rt;fresher Training. N<~lion
wede lob Placement AHi~
tance: Comp<~_nleli Hiring,
Ot(ereng
Tuition
Reimbursement .
1-800-8830171. Mt. Sterling, KY.
DEL TAACAO(MY.COM
CDI·A DRIV(RS: Minimum 6
Months OTR "Te,em~ Run~ to
West Coast "I.Olle Model fcJUipmenr •Great P.1y Mile~ ,'(; Bene·
fits. Call Steve Mox Trucking.
A~k for M.Hci , 1·600·:.!5 3-5 t 48.
DR lVI R;--sJ'soo Sign-On
Bonus for flAT Bl D DRIVERS. Great I re1gf\t/Milcs.
Mu~t have CDL - A; 1 ye.-r
OTR. Call 877-560·8829 or
Apply online www.robersoncon tr;t ctors.com. E01:.
DRIVER
TRAINEES-NO
EXPERIF:NCF.
NHOEDI
Average $600-$900/weeld
Ho'!'e often full benefits,
Tra1nee pay available. Job
S.ta bi li ty . Swift Tra nsportallon . 1-877-443-8289.
OWNfR OPERATORS ONLY!
Short H.1ul frei~ht Repeat Cus·
tomers. Competitive P.1y. Good
Home Time & More! Give Us A
Call For Details, Thanks!! 888446·4642 Tran~Corr, ILC
f?RIVFR-Sign on 8onus.Hometeme, Money, St.Jbllity, Respect,
We _ C.tn Help! Regionai/OTR
po~1I10ns, r.xr~eric>nc.e rc>quired,
fi,Hbed Tr~eneng w/l'xpNience.
Complele Aent•fits Pack;1gc.
800·441·4271 ext..I"TI35,
CIASS·A CDI lRAININCi! SIMt
the Nt'w Year with J New
CarePr! '' IS O.ty COl Training
'Job Placement
•(xr.ellenl
Facility •rrexible financing
•Sidle Funding Av.Jilable. Call
1- 800-838·3 803 .
DRIVER: $900·$1,100 WePklv
Income! 100% Convent1ona'l
fleet, No Slip Seattng, Passenger Program, Comprehensive
Benefit Package ClllSs·A CDL
Require~ . for More Information.
call Sm1th Transport, tnc. at 1-

888·467·6484 or visit our we •
~•te at www..smilhtransport.l·om.
- DRIVER-NGW £-ARN MORU
Increase in Pay Package Contractors & Company Needed.
Fl a 1bed-R efrlgPrilted· T iln kN,
Over-the-Road Some Re~ional
Commercial Driver's l.1cense
Train'"&· • 1-800-771-6318.
www.p~~er~c.~om

DRIVERS-Home Weekly. Dedicated, regional/short haul, over
the road. No NYC. Owner Oper·
a tors welcome. CDUAII I. Ozark
Motor lmes 800-264-20J3.
THE 1!'-;0USTRY'S TOP PAY no
trick bonuses, no long_e~ity
Make
from
$.40/rniff.
to
$.43/mile TO 51 ART. Include~ a
penny for 5afety. H EA RTl AN f)
FXPRFSS
1-800-441-4'153
www. heartlandexpress.com
DRIVERS· Owner Oper.ltor~.
Start
Immediately!
Up
to
S.9qtmi. 100% Fuel Surchargr•.
No torced dbpatch, Home week·
end~. OldN trucks wt>ltome.
T& T Dedicated Carriers Inc
louisville, KY 1-800·51 1·0082.'
ESTAH PLANNING: fstablished firm seek) in home
sales rep~ to present estate
plannin.g pacl<age to prospective cl1ents. $80K+ income
potential Call Rich at 800860-8275, Ext. 410

FOR

SALE

SAWMILI.S-$2,685.00-t umber·
mate-2000 /1. l.umberllte-24.
Norwood Industries afso manufactures utility A TV attach·
ment~. log 'ktdders, portable
boa~d
ecfgers and iorestry
equrpment. www.norwoodendustries-Frce lnforma1ion: 1ft00-576-1363 ext. 100 N
DISI1 NETWORK: lligh Power
fec:hnical Service, Regional S.1le\
,1nd Service Provider. Fret' Dish
free Activation, tree lnst.lll.ttion'
America's Top 60 Channels and
locals. $29.99-Call Mark I·HOO·
589-8209-Pin , 1 109.
FRH 4-ROOM DIRlCTV
SYST [M lncludtng I nsta 1lation!
Free
3-Months
HBO (7 movie channels)
w/subscnption.
;\cccH
225+ TV Channels Digi·
tal quality! Limited offer.
Re<otrictiom apply 1-800·
208-4617
WOlff
TA!';NING
SWS
AFFORDABLE " CONVENIE!';T

0 2004 Blockbuster Inc
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Sports Editor

.

Austin Peay State University's Governors beat the Murray State Racers in
an Ohio Valley Conference game Saturday. but some attendees said a bigger battle occurred off the court.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison
said the incidents started during the
first half of Saturday's game when studen<s from Austin Peay State University began taunting and harassing
Murray fans .
"A few of their fans and a cheerleader came up into the Murray State
section and started waving an Austin
Peay flag," Dennison said.
Dennison said a few ofthe Redmen
Peay's counterpart to Mick's Maniacs:
approached the section where the
majority of the Racer fans were sit·
tin g.
APSU Athletic Director Dave Loos
said that he is investigating the situation.
"I can simply say that I have been in
review of the situation that happened
Saturday night," Loos said.
Dan Tepe, sophomore from Fort
Thomas, said the fans from Austin
Peay had no sophistication or consideration for Murray State fans.
"Overall, llhought their enthusiasm
was good, but they didn't show any
class toward the Racer fans," he said.
Dennison said the altercations
occurred because of the stadium's
seating arrdngement. He said APSU
fans were scattered throughout the
arena unlike the seating in the Regional Special Events Center where University students sit in specified areas.
Other fans noted that security at the
event was not very strict.
Loos said he scheduled a meeting
with several individuals to discuss the
repercussions of the events last Saturday. Loos also noted that he is looking

AI.L
NEW HAPPY
JACK
ProDog (RI & ProPup (R)
dewormer; Chewable, flavored. Conventent, economIcal. Gets .til 4 major
worms. for pups and large
dogs . Distributed by farthings. 800-373·0442.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
llE fiNANCIALLY INDEPENDENT. Minne~ota Company
Nef'ds .1-iont>~t, Depend.1ble
Person en thi~ .~re.t • Rt>stock
Retaii!Commf'fci.JI
Accounts
w1th Nam•' Br.lnd Sn,lck/Dtink
l'rotlul~ts.
4·f> llours/Week
LHn
$50,000
(polenlial):
$8,900
lnvestmrnt.
Won't
mtcrfere with pre~enl employment. Good crt>dit-rinancing
.tvailable. 1-!100-" 63-6678.
EN 1RCPRENWRS WANH'DCarpet lndu~try knowledge.
Experienced in local ~ales
and installation. All known
hrund~ available. No investmen!. 1-mail: ctmiOocsonline.com, Fax 706-695·0b57.
CASH FOR STRUCTURED
SfTT LEMENT'/Annuity payments. It 's your money! Gel
cash now when you need it
most! Oldest/best in the
business. Settlement Purchasers. 1-877-Money·Me
.......__
...
$$CASUS$ Ca~h now for
struc!ured
settlements,
annu1ttes, and in$ur.1nce
p.1youts. (800) 794-7310
J.G. Wentworth ... JG Wentworth Mean~ Cash Now For
Structured Settlements.

--

'

by Jake Lowary

ran At Home, Payments from
$25/month . rRU Color Catalog. Cal! Today 1-1188·839'S 160. -..~w np etstnn.~m

-

- -- - --ATTINTION HOMEOWN--~

IRS
0 1 ~p1Jy
llomes
W.lnl<·d for Vinyl Siding
Rf'fJidtemcl'll Windows.
No
Payments
until
2 0 0 S , I' .1 y m I' n I S S t a r I i n g
at $69.00 per month.
All
ucdit
qu<tlifies .
C.tll 1-800-251-0643.

FOR RENT
MURRAY PLACE Apt. LIS
le.ue S 199/month, Cable
all utilities. (270) 832-042J
A BEAUTIFUL, COMPLE-TE
SMOKY MOUNTAIN WEDDING. Original Log Weddins Chapel. ( veryth 1ng pro-

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

17
.
Peay rivalry intensifies as police
escort two rowdy fans from arena
into the situation with the Redman
who ran into the Racer practice area
with APSU's flag.
When Dennison noticed the altercations were getting out of control, he
stepped in to mediate.
"It's rny job," Dennison said. "If
you get on top of those situations
early, then you can stop them. I got
security and had thern kick two
(APSU fans) out."
Tepe said he thought the Peay fans
were more concerned with the Racer
fans rather than the important ba\ketball game that was unfolding.
"It seemed like they weren't watching the game and they just wanted to
fight (Racer fans)," Tepe said.
Dennison also said a nag-waving
Redman was allowed to lead the team
onto the court, but he entered the
Racer practice area, which Dennison
said could be dangerous and simply
"can't happen."
Austin Peay fans were not the only
people causing problems Saturday.
One of Austin Peay's assistant coaches was escorted from the game.
The Racers and Govs will not meet
again during the regular season, bUl
there is a possibility they may play
each other again at the OVC Championships, scheduled for March 2
through 6 in Nashville. Dennison !'aid
the rivalry may carry over and become
a factor in the championships.
Loos said he disagreed, and hoped
the animosity would not continue.
"We have had a healthy rivalry with
Murray State in the past and hope that
can continue," he said.
To remedy the situation. Dennison
said ma[J..trity and refinement are necessary.
Said Dennison: "We are going to
cheer and we are going to celebrate,
but the bottom line is we have to have
taste when we do it.''

vided: photo~. video, flowers, formal wear, cabins.
Smokies best value. 1·800·
2-fn·568J www.smok.ymountainweddingcha~e_ls.com

COME HOME TO CIHRRY
BLOSSOM
VIllAGE
In
Georgetown! EnJOY Beautiful
v1ews,
Interstate
convenience, Championship Golf
and Quaent Restaurant dining . Memberships and homesites info 502·570·98<19!

REAL ESTATE
NEW 1600 SQ. FT. LOG
CABIN ~hell wtth lnke
access & free boat s,ip on
35,000 acre lake in Tenne5see
hills.
S8!l,900 .
Terms 800-704-3154 <l'<l.
544 Sunsel B.1y, LLC.
NEW LAKE CABIN $79,<100.
Newly Buill 1500 Sq. lel'l
Cedar Sided C,1bin on l:tke
Cumberland.
Screened
Patio, Wooded, Views, I oft,
Etc. 800-770-9311 lxl . !)92

SPRING BREAK!
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
S1991 7 nights, 6 free parties,
fre~ covers and drinks. 5 day
Spr~ng Break Bahamas Cruise
$2 79f Cancun, Jama1ca, Nas)ilU
$5291 Daytona S t 591
WW\'Io.springbreaktravel.com 1·
800-6 7 8-6386
PANAMA CITY BEACII , Fl
Spring Brt'ak: World Famous
Tiki Bar! Sandpiper-Beacon
Beach Resort, t-800 -481l8828,
www.sandpiperbeacon.com "The Fun Pl.1ce!"

with STS, America's ft Stu·
dent
Tour
OperCJtOr
to
lamajca, Cancun, Ar.apulco
Rallam;a at1d.J lorida. !llgge$t
parties, best clubst Cilll io
group discounts. lnrorma
lion/reservations 1-800-648
4849 or www.ststravel.com

MEDICAL
DO YOU HAVE DtABETESl
Are yotJ lired of out-of·pocket
expense~? We Can Help! Free
Monitor!
,Free
Syringe
F'rogr,lml I ree l)e1ivery!
!Jetter
llealth
C.HI!
Options. t-800-261-1454.
Hl:Al. H-!CAI<[ ior entire iami·
ly, $8'1.'15 monthly. No age
rcSiriCIIOns, include' dental
Vl\ion, prl•-exi~ting cond1:
tions ,Jcc('rlled, unlimited
us.tge, 500,000 dollor.s, 8008Q7-9769, l1mited time ofiP.r.

NOTICE
INI ORMA liON:
WomPn
ages 45-55 Partecipate 1n
h~rmo~e st~dy at lransylva·
n1a Untversely . Two hours of
<:ognetrve,
memory
01nd
mood lests . Contact Meg
Upchurch (859) 233-8252.
Place your 25 word ad in 64
Kentucky newspapers with 1
m1llion circula tion for only
$225 . Contact thr) newspaper or the Kentucky PreH
Association,
(502)
2238821 for all the details.

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

ACT NOWI BOOK 1 I peo·
pie, get
12th trip frer·.
Group discounts for 6t
www springbreakdiscounts.c
om or (800) 838-8202
PANAMA
CITY
BEACii'
Sandpiper-Beacon
Be,Jcl;
Resort. From $39 1-:l. pm
or arrive Su /Mon.-I"RL L
night. Restrictions. Pools,
river ride, Jacuzze, ttke
bar
(800)
488-81128
w ww. s a ndpi pe rbea con.
SPRING BREAK 2004: Travel with
STS, America's 11 Studt!flt Tour
Operator. Cancun,, Acapulco,
Jamaeca, Bahamas. B1ggest parties,
best clubs! Call for discounts· 800·
648-48"9 or www.sblr.wel.com
SPRING BREAK 2004 : Travel

PER WORD!

762-4478

